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Title word cross-reference

#CSP [MM16]. #P [Bac99]. #P-Hard [Bac99].

(1 + i) [Wei00]. (1,1) [FES11]. (C_2,0) [Gen22]. (i,j) [MP04]. (k, 3) [HJ15]. (N,N) [Sha01]. (n^2 - 1) [RW90]. (w,σ) [AP10].

(x - α)^m [BKS20]. (x - β)^m [BKS20].

(xy)z = y(zx) [HJM93, HJM94]. * [Con93].

0/0 [Chi08]. 1 [ES20, FFP98, Mos08]. 1000 [RDU03]. 112 [KLZA12]. 12 [BCE+01]. 15 [KM00b]. 17 [Wil93]. 2 [AKS12, BdlCRLS19, Cre01, DS02, Eic10, GS20, HLM95, JPPSG09, Kos07, Sha01, SW97b, Wil90].


[P]: M∞ [Mor99]. 2 [Alec16, AOW23]. 0 [CF09b]. n [BP00], A [FC04, BP00, Chi01, CC07]. A_n(k) [GV03].

AC1 [Con93]. arctan [Str12]. B [Hel96, Nak09, NN10]. β [Wir12]. BΣO_n(16) [Ng89]. Z_p [Ree98]. C [GHC92]. C^2 [JPP20]. C^n [KKM15]. C^r [MP98]. C_{3,5} [OT13]. C_n [GLW99]. D [CJUE06, ELC [LW10]]. C_∞ [KS06]. C_o [SW97b]. D [CJUE01, CvHKK18, CKLZ19, JPP19, NOT18, OTW00, OT01, Pan89, TW01, Ngu09]. D_0(p) [LMP19]. DD [JPP19]. ddet [MKF93]. ∆ [FHR99]. δ^+ [Wir12]. ∆_1 [PS95a]. d ≤ 15 [Mal87]. E [DJ92, Bee01, Nau16]. E_0(p) [LMP19].

E_8(C) [GR01]. ε [OPP93]. exp [Str12]. F
-lattices [JY17]. -log-convexity [HZ19].
-matrices [HLM95, SW97b, Wil90]. -module [PS89].
-modules [CJUE01, CJUE06, Mon05, NOT18, OTW00, OT01, TW01, Wal05].
-norm [KS06]. -orbits [Hel96].
-orthogonal [FKTS12]. -Partitioning [Gül90].
-periodics [GKR23].
-polynomials [BEZ23]. -power [SK12].
-problems [Con93]. -puzzle [RW90].
-radicals [EYZ21]. -Rational [WZ23].
-types [EL12]. -unification [DJK92, Con93]. -uniformity [MP04]. -varieties [Hel00].
-view [BNT18]. -WZ [CX09]. -Zeilberger [MZ05].

1 [Kal90]. 16 [HJM94].

2 [Sti03]. 2-nomial [Li10]. 20 [Nor95b].

3 [CLL17]. 33 [AP04, DHM11]. 37 [AK06, HZ15]. 39 [Hil05b].
[AIRR12, BR87, Dor21, MF90, Win88].

**adics** [Lim93]. **Adjacency** [ACM88, MC02, HDPS11]. **Adjoint** [Mˇnu97, SV92, DPS23, SS11, Vil11]. **adjoints** [CQ12, Wei13]. **Advances** [Ano00b, GR98, Yan99]. **Adventures** [LC89]. **Advert** [Ano03a]. **Affine** [CM93, HJS13, Wal00, BGMSG07, BJS04, BS21, FFP98, GMKP21, HJ18, NNPZN19, RDU03, SSS23, Sch07, Shp14, Tab11, VVY21, van93]. **Affinity** [BGH93]. **AG** [MRG13, MRG17]. **Aided** [Wil95, DJ89, KD90]. **aiding** [Sil04]. **Alexander** [KP15]. **Algebra** [AGM97, Ano99c, AM88b, BC01, BG01, BB92, Ber93, BK99a, Bos01, BK99b, CP97, Cap90, CO01, Cav86, CGG89, Cuy97, DGLM+24, Duv94, EY21, Enc95, For87b, GSS05, GPWZ02, GSST98, GKO09, GVGC99, Gre00b, HKK+23, HPRS11, Hesk02, HSW97, HKSS17, Hub99, IS10, JKP12, Kal93, Kal01b, KR94, KFF88, KLZ96, LM89, Laz92b, Lee08, MM00, McC88, MC02, Mil87, Min97, NT17, Nau98, Poh97, Ren92a, Ric92a, Ric93, Ris88, Roc22, RS90, SF90, SJA01, SGD97, Sed02, SME87, SW97a, Sen02, SS95, SU93b, Smi02, Str97, Str06, Stub91, TM89, Tra98, Ura24, YNT92, Zha90, van94, van97c, vdP99, AV11, AMT09, AS05, AS07, AS07, Alc08a, Alc08b, Alc12, BGLHR12, Bas06]. **algebraic** [BR10, Bay03, BKV24, BS22a, BJS04, BP11, BC22, BDE+16, BK15, BS09, BCGY12, CR98, CFMP10, CDM+13b, CDM+13a, CM16, CJL13, DOJ+11, DM09, DGPP10, DM05, DJK05, DMR12, DDM15, DR23b, EI08, EGS23, ES13, EBD21, ES20, FGLH+23, FLE+23, FGVN06, Fit85, FGPT03, FGPL04, FPG05, FGT09, FK09, GPS09, Ghu88, HHS23, Har13, HS17a, Hil87, HS21b, Hor24, Hub19, IT10, KZ08, KZ12b, KBR24, KÁ21, KM15, LPT20, LXZ23, MS21, MM16, MCMMP14, MSW15, Mer10, Mor91, Prah13, PES24, Qi06, Rei06, Rio03, Sag88, Sag89, LT22, SS11, Sha13, SvE14, SvE21, Sor22, Ste05, Sti03, Sto17, Str16, SVH19, TN09, VGW18, VL10, Wal05, Wan18, XY02, Zen06, dG09]. **algebraically** [Ste10]. **Algebras** [BS90b, BR87, BH02, DR92, Drá01, Dün94, EG00, GK96a, HT95, Let01, Rón90, Ros93, VL93, Vel00, dG01, vdP99, AL88, BdlCRSL19, BMQ06, BDM17, CGGO09, CGS97, CS09, DFdG13, Dra03, EG04, EKP22, Eic10, GIL88, HmL18, IK13, IL09, JMV23, KP13, KRW90, Kut19, LPT20, Lab90, Lea06, LZS11, LH18, LIW03a, LIW03b, Li10, LG21, Mat14, MS09, MM04b, NOT18, OdR09, OrI22, PR18, QR07, RR05, Rool13, RR08, Sch19, Shi04, Wu93, ZGG23, dG09, dGPS09]. **algebroid** [MSS21]. **Algorithm** [AB22, AS01, ACM88, Arn88b, AM88a, Bah01, BO10, Baj86, BP90a, BL98a, BEM97, BL85, BC93, CM96, CGG89, CS09, CD00, Col02, CF94, CKS99, Cuy97, Cza89, DR00, Die92, For02, Gaá93a, GM88, HNV19, Hem02, Hen98, HHK17, Jeb93, Jeb95, Kal93,
KT02, Kem99, KM99, KM01, Kov86, Kri85, LS00a, Lim93, LPS93, Lo98b, LO99, MS95, MM97, Mau00, MW91, Mic88, Mon02b, Mul90, MF96, MO95, Nak90, Nie94a, Nor90, O’B90, OTW00, OPP93, PS95b, Pic98, Ple87, Poh87a, PW94, Rol86, Ros93, Sch90b, Sch85, Sed02, SL92, SS94, SS98b, Sha95, Sim90b, Sit92, Sny93, Ste97, Sto99, Tak92, Tak95, Tho00, Tra96, UW96, Van00, VL93, Web96, Wei00, XY02, ZSY93, Zha95, van94, AV11, AGR95, AL88, BV03]

algorithm
[BFS15, Bay03, BSSY18, Bel04, BFPT21, BGLHR12, BENW06, CDO01, Kal98, Ley01, Ley04, LH17, Mar02, Mu08, Mo06, NT21, Nag21b, New98, OdR03, OdR09, PDS08, PS89, Pop15, Qi23, Re98, Ren04, RT17, Rue11, SS93, ST89a, Sch04, ST20, Smo21, TM85, TV18, Tso09, Ung19, Ura24, V11, Wan06, WWX23, WS09, Wur93, Yes21, YZ21, Zha03].

Algorithms
[AGS16, AT96, BZ85, BB99b, BKRW17, BTW93, BM01, BK99a, BDS17, Bou93, CM10, CM12, CD097, DG14, DF08, ER95, ES98, EC95, FES11, FGPT03, GvPS00, GKS03, GSHPBS12, Grä95, HJS18, HH13, HM05, Hei16, HLS01a, HS98, HI94, Hub00, IPS11, KLM+21, KN11, KL98b, Koe95, Koh08, K08p, KL89, Leo91, LRW97, My90, MO88, MR98, MES19, MC93, MC02, MNJ94, Mon97, MR15, Mro96, MQS99, Naw16, Nie94b, Nip91, Oak13, Ost99, Pan02, Pic00, RS21b, SS92, Scho1, Sha90b, Sh17a, Sun09, BM999, Wor94, ACFP12, AAD+18, AGS18a, Ar03, BS18, BP09a, BS17a, BdlCRLS19, BF20, BF22, BCG10, BDL+13, BCGY12, CS22, CCG06, CDD+09, CL07, DF05, DMW17, DJ15, DJS18, DPS23, EF17, EH16, EMSS16, FM17, Gal87, GH12, GMK21, Gen07].

algorithm
[BFS15, Bay03, BSSY18, Bel04, BFPT21, BGMSG07, BvdE03, BLV16, BLV18, BMQ06, BLM22, BLS23, BC24b, Buc06a, BK12b, Bu88, CL17, CHM05, CHM12, CvH04, CI12c, DA05, DHM11, DH17, Dum09, DLL08a, Ebe19, EP10, EMSE23, FDS13, FP09, FG06, FSW10a, FW15, GLD19, GHMA13, GS03, GKM08, GOT05, HBN95, Har12a, HJS16, HM23, HJA17, HTX15, HM21, IMP17, JY17, JV09, KSW13a, KS12a, K14, KS86, Lab90, Le19, LS12, LH18, LR15, MM06, MRG17, MO21, MS11b, MPT20, Min98, Moe05, MD24, Mu08, Mo06, NT21, Nag21b, NWW21, OdR03, OdR09, PDS08, PS89, Pop15, Qi23, Re98, Ren04, RT17, Rue11, SS93, ST89a, Sch04, ST20, Smo21, TM85, TV18, Tso09, Ung19, Ura24, V11, Wan06, WWX23, WS09, Wur93, Yes21, YZ21, Zha03].

algorithmic
[AGS16, AT96, BZ85, BM01, BK99a, BDS17, Bol93, CM10, CM12, CD097, DG14, DF08, ER95, ES98, EC95, FES11, FGPT03, GvPS00, GKS03, GSHPBS12, Grä95, HJS18, HH13, HM05, Hei16, HLS01a, HS98, HI94, Hub00, IPS11, KLM+21, KN11, KL98b, Koe95, Koh08, K08p, KL89, Leo91, LRW97, My90, MO88, MR98, MES19, MC93, MC02, MNJ94, Mon97, MR15, Mro96, MQS99, Naw16, Nie94b, Nip91, Oak13, Ost99, Pan02, Pic00, RS21b, SS92, Scho1, Sha90b, Sh17a, Sun09, BM999, Wor94, ACFP12, AAD+18, AGS18a, Ar03, BS18, BP09a, BS17a, BdlCRLS19, BF20, BF22, BCG10, BDL+13, BCGY12, CS22, CCG06, CDD+09, CL07, DF05, DMW17, DJ15, DJS18, DPS23, EF17, EH16, EMSS16, FM17, Gal87, GH12, GMK21, Gen07].

algorithmics
[AGS16, AT96, BZ85, BM01, BK99a, BDS17, Bol93, CM10, CM12, CD097, DG14, DF08, ER95, ES98, EC95, FES11, FGPT03, GvPS00, GKS03, GSHPBS12, Grä95, HJS18, HH13, HM05, Hei16, HLS01a, HS98, HI94, Hub00, IPS11, KLM+21, KN11, KL98b, Koe95, Koh08, K08p, KL89, Leo91, LRW97, My90, MO88, MR98, MES19, MC93, MC02, MNJ94, Mon97, MR15, Mro96, MQS99, Naw16, Nie94b, Nip91, Oak13, Ost99, Pan02, Pic00, RS21b, SS92, Scho1, Sha90b, Sh17a, Sun09, BM999, Wor94, ACFP12, AAD+18, AGS18a, Ar03, BS18, BP09a, BS17a, BdlCRLS19, BF20, BF22, BCG10, BDL+13, BCGY12, CS22, CCG06, CDD+09, CL07, DF05, DMW17, DJ15, DJS18, DPS23, EF17, EH16, EMSS16, FM17, Gal87, GH12, GMK21, Gen07].

Algorithms
[AGS16, AT96, BZ85, BM01, BK99a, BDS17, Bol93, CM10, CM12, CD097, DG14, DF08, ER95, ES98, EC95, FES11, FGPT03, GvPS00, GKS03, GSHPBS12, Grä95, HJS18, HH13, HM05, Hei16, HLS01a, HS98, HI94, Hub00, IPS11, KLM+21, KN11, KL98b, Koe95, Koh08, K08p, KL89, Leo91, LRW97, My90, MO88, MR98, MES19, MC93, MC02, MNJ94, Mon97, MR15, Mro96, MQS99, Naw16, Nie94b, Nip91, Oak13, Ost99, Pan02, Pic00, RS21b, SS92, Scho1, Sha90b, Sh17a, Sun09, BM999, Wor94, ACFP12, AAD+18, AGS18a, Ar03, BS18, BP09a, BS17a, BdlCRLS19, BF20, BF22, BCG10, BDL+13, BCGY12, CS22, CCG06, CDD+09, CL07, DF05, DMW17, DJ15, DJS18, DPS23, EF17, EH16, EMSS16, FM17, Gal87, GH12, GMK21, Gen07]
RH18, Roq13, SJ12, Str19, Wan86, XL13].

Analytic [Eck87, Ful90, GLLdR21, HH09, McC97, OT87, Whi91b, CMV13, GGG06, HH13, Lem03, vdH05]. Analytical [Mer01, VV97, PNM13].

Analytic-experimental [PNM13].

Analytically [DH00].

Ancilla [STDD16]. Ancilla-free [STDD16].

ANF [HK21].

Angle [AI90, WW94].

anisotropic [KR23].

Annihilating [TN09, GVHHUE05]. Annihilators [KZ14].

Annotated [Fr¨u96]. Annotations [ACGR01].

answers [KSD16].


Applicability [CHM05]. Application [Ape98, Ba086, BF01, CD87, CD85, Cow92, DR00, DT95, DTGV01, Eis90, ES18, EC87, GV99, HS89, JKP98, KC01, Mer10, Mer01, Miy01, MR02, Pal13, Pan96, PZ96, She92, She97b, Tri86, UYSA98, VGT90, Vor89, WKA94, YP91, ZBH96, AAKM21, AHKY99, AMW12, BGL14, BCR15, CCD+09, Eit94, FK89, GSZ85, HJ15, Kin14, KH23, KS86, LMR94, MB+10, MSW15, MS03b, MKF93, NOF10, Naw16, PS95c, Sch17a, STW18, WWWX23, Wur93]. Applications [Ano02a, BB00, BF91, Br01b, CH97a, Cha01, CRAB91, CS09, DR86, Gat03, HSW97, HL97, JKP12, Key01, KM01, Li04, MC97, MR87, NS05, Sch94, Tra00, Wan94a, AU21, AAB+18, BCE11, BKW20, BCB13, BY23, BBN18, BF11, BW03, Bur16, BG05, CFMMP10, CS22, CES23, CM90, DHH+04, EK19, ES13, FP09, FRR06, GGAVRC13, GGMFVT13, HDHX17, HKV11, KASW05, LH18, LH98, LLL19, LR15, MV10, PB07, PR12, PWZ18, SA89, ST19, Win14, GTLN16, GTLN19, Tra07b].

Applied [Dav88, MQS00, Rol86, AP90, Bar13, Par08].

Applying [BKG21, GV96, SJ12].

Approach

[AK92, Ape95, BT98, CK99, Du 99, For87b, FKM95, Ful90, HY96, Ley01, MM97, Mn97, OZ94, RS00, Sen01, Sch93, Sod96, Tak92, VV97, Wer98, WGM4, Wor94, YNT94, ZS01, BSW21a, BK20, BPH07, BKSS12, BJTT22, BR24, BSW21b, CR98, Cla22, CS06, DldW18, DT23, El 03, FGVM06, GS07b, Guo20, HY23b, JMV18, Kh08, KPT15, KZ10, KMY24, KT23, MPP17, PV13, Rad15, Sch03a, SS03b, Win88]. Approaches [MPS02]. approximant [JNV21].

Approximate [EGB12, HKPP09, KMYZ08, KL98a, Nag11, Nag21a, Tm02, vzGMS10, AV11, AS23, CG06, Der13, Lla13a, Lla13b, MRSW07, MSW15, Nag21b, Nak09, Sag14]. approximately [RSS13]. Approximating [For02, Hon04]. Approximation [Far97, FF92, Mii87, BS22a, BC05, CJL13, LOOR+03]. Approximations [BX97, GR10, GHL21a, KLR93, RS21b].

April [Ano24d, Ano23l]. Aquarius [BH95]. arbitrarily [DO06]. Arbitrary [FGT02, Kem96, SS99a, Tra98, Bil11, Bur04, FS10, FS13, Har17, JH18, MRH23].

arbitrary-precision [MRH23]. arc [Far19].

Architecture [Tsa16]. Arising [GH02, Deu93, Ye17]. Aristotelian [Moz89].

Arithmetic [CK02, CW90, von87, Abb12, BPZ06, BGLGM17, CV11, CH17, EYP98, GJT13, Har14, HLO23, LMS09, LMR511, Nal18, OT13, Sag14, Smo21, ZWM15].

arithmetically [DH16].

arithmetically [DFG15].


Arrays [CM93, MG88, Tor93, Joh15, LH98].

Artificial [FL11]. Artin [AS24, AK90, Bo80, DS12, ME21, Sut13, Sut16].

Artinian [KZ14]. ary [We00]. Askey [FKT13]. aspect [HKSS17].

Aspects [CM93, Ris88, McMMP14, Mor91, Poz15,
assertions [JML+13], assess [PNM13], assessment [GGdR+13], assignment [AP10, Cla22, JKKK20], assistant [GK18], Assistants [BC01], assisted [FM02], Associated [Bah01, BH87, DiP16, FHR99, AH13, ASS20, BGLGM17, Jam11, Joh15, MS03a, NN10, PV05], Association [Miy01, KLZA12], Assistants [BC01], associated [FM02], Associated [ Bah01, BH87, DiP16, FHR99, AH13, ASS20, BGLGM17, Jam11, Joh15, MS03a, NN10, PV05], Association [Miy01, KLZA12].

Associative [BP85, EG00, Fag87, JM93, LC89, Pau92b, CM17a, CdG09, DKM21, GIL88, Ger06, LL13, Mor20, Raj06, Sch19, Wid01], Associates [BM02], Associated [Bah01, BH87, DiP16, FHR99, AH13, ASS20, BGLGM17, Jam11, Joh15, MS03a, NN10, PV05].

Associative-Commutative [Fag87, LC89], Associativity [For87b], Associator [BH02], assume [AB05], astro [DJ89], astro-geophysics [DJ89], asteroid [DP19].

Astronautics [WKA94], Asymmetric [Lab92], asymptotes [LPR17], Asymptotic [BEM97, Die92, HZ19, KP91, Nor90, PY05, Sal94, San96, SS95, DET09, vdH09], Asymptotics [SS98a, SS99, MS21].

Asynchronous [KZ10], Atiyah [MS22], atom [SSSK18], atom-variables [SSSK18], Atomic [Pic00], attacks [LT22], attributed [Ore11], augmentation [Mu08], August [Ano23], Author [Ano01b, Ano01f, Ano02c], auto [Sto17].

Autocovariance [AP22], Automata [CH91a, DCC95, KFK97, RW94, BCR15, DJK05, GR10, LM94b, RV05].

AUTOMATE [CH91a], Automated [BBK14, Bib85, BS00, Bou97, BK99b, CL20, CCM95, Col05, FOT00, LW03a, LW03b, LS02, MR87, Zha90, BKR19, CS05a, DP19, GSSST10, IKGT11, KKK+16, KS86, Liu19, Win06], Automatic [BBB92, Bec01, BB93a, Bie85, BD04, EHR91, HTZ04, HH99, JB04, LJ09, SS98b, Sod96, WyW93, GGL06, HV16, Wan86].

Automating [Ebe19, KNZ91], automation [CGO88, ZWM15], Automorphism [CH03, Dic92, FFP98, Wil90], Automorphisms [Hul99, AP10, ABMN10, BCI13, Bor22], Autonomous [Sch85, CFS22, CFRS23, FG06, NW10, NW11], autotopisms [FMM07], Avalanches [Sav90], Average [CR90, AP22], averaging [HY23b], avoid [NPD09], avoiding [BBCF22, BP23, KMY24], aware [Ran12], AXE [LMR94], axes [BFMS87], AXIOM [BT94], Axiomatic [Sch93].

Baby [BS18], Baby-step [BS18], background [SA89], Bäcklund [FK89, WS09], Backtrack [BL85, LT89], Backtracking [PW94, Bec03, JWW23], Bad [Kal01b, Nau98], Bailey [BML22, PP11], balancing [GMS09], Ballot [Gen92], balls [BR10], Bar [Car18], Barcelona [DGPP10], Barnett [DTGV02], Baruah [DT23], Base [AS01, CF94, CGZ00, LMP89, MO95, AHW05, ACMB19, AR06], Based [AGM97, APB96, Arn88b, BG01, BB93b, CGG98, DS06, Dün94, HS95, Leo91, LHD96, Pau92b, Soc91, W994, Y914, You89, Zha94, dB89, ASS07, BF95, BSSY18, BF22, Bro12, Bur16, CM16, CvH918, CJ15, CKKM10, Cla22, CLS91, DKL21, Ede13, EF17, ELME23, EP04, FMR04, HAJ17, Hua23, HC12, KZ10, KMY24, MMW11, Mal21, MRG17, MdcW17, Moz89, OB03, PDS08, Qi23, Rue11, Sch07, SWF11, SS03a, Vis05, Ye18], Bases [AF00, ABL93, AHLM99, Ape95, Arn95, AGSM17, BCE+94, Bec90, Bec93, BGK86, BTBQ00, BF01, CRAB91, CKM97, Cow92, Czi95, GLM93, GV03, Gar95, GG99, Göb95, Gre00a, GS98, HT95, HSS02, HKL99, JL91, JM95, Kal79a, Kal99, Kal01a, Laz85, Lev00, MN02, Mil96, Mon02b, Mqs00, Nor02, PZ96, Ros93, Rue19, STA94, Sici02, Smi02, Snc98, Wei92, dGo1, vGo90, AFT08, AB92, ÀAF+18, ATY08, AT08, AK86, Arn03, AKR11, BM88, BBF17, BE22, BCR11, BR22, BR06a, BL12, BL17, BDLP22, BV06, BR88, BDM+16, BDM17,
BP09b, CJUE06, CMR15, CdG09, CR11, Cip08, DJ05, Dah22, DHM11, DO06, DE06, Doh09, Dön13, DW21, DL06, EP10, EF17, EH21, EPP21, ES20, FM07, FL11, FES11, FEV16, Fer88, FFP98, FD14, FD18, FK04].

bases [GS24, GH05a, Gat03, GHMA13, Ger06, GTZ88, GKS03, Gök98, GMP22, GMP13, GSZ13, Hal13, HPS22, HM23, HOS23, HH07, HM09, HP91, HV22, HHK17, IvH17, IL09, JNSV17, JNV21, JGF09, KRW90, Kap86, KSW13b, Kha14, LL09, LL13, LLM +13, LS04, LO09, LS11, LS12, LMZ23, Lev07b, LG21, Lia13a, Lia13b, Lia22, LH98, LLL19, Mad14, Mar08, MRW17, MM04b, MRG17, Mau87, MR13, Möll88, MW10, MS03b, NT17, Pau07, PPR20, Pol95, QR07, Raal2, Raj06, Rap06, RS16, Rei06, RR05, Rout8, Sak21, SIS +11, Sch17a, Sch05, S88, Sta18, Ste13, SS03b, Sai17, Vac18, W006, Wal03, Wei03, Wei06, Wib07, Win88, ZGG23, ZW08, WRI09].

Basic [Buc87, MQS99, NRS89, Kra95, Naw16].

Basis [FT95, FF92, FD14, GHCG92, Hon98b, HS00, Hre94, JL91, KM99, KM01, MR98, MM00, ÖS94, Pan89, Pan92a, Tay02, Tra00, van94, AFD00S15, ACPF12, AH05, BFS15, Bok08, BD09, BM16b, Buc06a, CW03, CL05, CR19, DS09, D0e13, F1M13T13, Gon17, GW11, GSSV12, JPP23, KRK88, Kho08, LO08, Li10, LOOR +03, Mal21, MAN +10, MD24, SS16, TU005, Ts16, Val11, ZS01, ZL12].

Baumslag [Sim90b].

Baumslag-Cannonito-Miller [Sim90b].

Baxter [GIM07].

Bayesian [GS95].

be [KMN88, MS09, vdH02].

beam [KP91].

behavior [Alc08a, Alc08b].

behavioral [NOF10].

Benchmarks [AK92, FOT00].

bending [L0j13, R0q13].

Bendix [EHK91, KMN88, Sim91].

Bergmann [TM85].

Berlekamp [BF20, C12c, Gen07].

Berlekamp/Massey [CK12c].

Bernoulli [BBV15, FW15, KP91].

Bernstein [Bahl01, BO10, JJ01, Ley01, NOT18, UJC04].

Berti [Ang18].

best [Nag21b].

Better [KSD16, LXZ223].

Betti [AC19, Bas06, dCW09, SS23, TV18, dAM17].

Between [ASJ97, MR02, Soc91, TW01, AH13, ACFP12, Coo09, Hir89, KLZ12, KLV10, SPZ10, WW94, zGS05, Zhe21].

Beyond [Dav02, LY18, ZWM15, ST24b].

Bezout [CZG02, DTGV02, AL10, BU99, HHP11].

Bezout-like [DTGV02].

Bezoutian [Mou05].

bi-homogeneous [AHS21].

Bi-rewrite [LA96].

Bibliography [Ano87, Arn88a, BA85, CH85, CH86].

bicubic [GS07a].

bidegree [FES11].

Bidirectional [KJ96].

bifiltered [Fer06a, Fer06b].

Bifurcation [GF11, LP90, Mag89, GH05b].

Bifurcations [EW00, GE05].

Big [Lim93].

bigraded [BBC +17].

bihomogeneous [FES11, SJG13].

biketi [CN19].

bilinear [Hul13].

Billiard [GKR23].

Bimodules [RR05].

Binary [Dür89, FKM10, Lip93, SS94, Wei00, ZSY93, ADCZ21, ABF09, Bed07, Bed09, BFPT21, BP10a, BP10b, CF09a, CTY10, DL88, DJS18, Sal08, STDD16].

Binding [BGH93].

Binomial [AP93, CTV16, GHY17, KM09, KM01, MS00b, PS05b, Tak95, BL02, BLS17, CM13b, Kra95, dAM17].

binomials [CTV16].

biological [BDE +21, HTX15].

biquandles [CN07].

Birational [El 05, BBC +17, SS88, Sta16].

Birkhoff [CLL07, GV96].

Birthday [K177].

birthday [GW11].

bisection [Bur16, Co17].

bisection-based [Bur16].

Bit [ES18, EGS23, DP24, EMT21, vdHL13].

bit-complexity [vdHL13].

bit-tangents [GP24, LM20, PSV11].

Bittfield [Ric92b].

Bits [BS90a].

Bivariate [DE02, Ger19, LP17, Lev21, McC97, Sch99, YNT94, vW95, Ave09, BLPR15, BMT21, CMV13, CWZ23, C04a, Dah22, DET09, Fer06a, Fer06b, Khe03, LWZ23, Sal08].
Wei13, ZX20]. Black [BP00, KT90a]. Blackboard [DJ96]. blending [PDS03]. Block [HNRS21, Tho02, HJS22, LT22]. Block-Krylov [HNRS21]. Blockhandler [Ric92b]. Blocks [HLM95, Moe05]. blood [Sad17]. blowup [NNPZN19]. blowups [BS21]. BMM [BCCK20]. BMR [Mar19b]. Board [Ano18g, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano03d, Ano03e, Ano03f, Ano03g, Ano03h, Ano03i, Ano03j, Ano03k, Ano04c, Ano04d, Ano04e, Ano04f, Ano04g, Ano04h, Ano04i, Ano04j, Ano04k, Ano04l, Ano04m, Ano04n, Ano05a, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano05e, Ano11a, Ano11b, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano11e, Ano11f, Ano11g, Ano11h, Ano11i, Ano11j, Ano11k, Ano11l, Ano12a, Ano12b, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano12e, Ano12f, Ano12g, Ano12h, Ano12i, Ano12j, Ano12k, Ano12l, Ano13a, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano13e, Ano13f, Ano13g, Ano13h, Ano13i, Ano13j, Ano13k, Ano13l, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano15g, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano17f, Ano17g, Ano17h, Ano17i, Ano17j, Ano17k, Ano18a, Ano18b]. Board [Ano18c, Ano18d, Ano18e, Ano18f, Ano18g, Ano18h, Ano19a, Ano19b, Ano19c, Ano19d, Ano19e, Ano20a, Ano20b, Ano20c, Ano20d, Ano21a, Ano21b, Ano21c, Ano21d, Ano21e, Ano21f, Ano21g, Ano21h, Ano21i, Ano21j, Ano22a, Ano22b, Ano22c, Ano22d, Ano22e, Ano22f, Ano23a, Ano23b, Ano23c, Ano23d, Ano23e, Ano23f, Ano23g, Ano24a, Ano24b]. bodies [SPZ10]. body [Oll88, PY05]. Boer [Tho10]. Bombieri [Boy93a, Boy93b]. bonds [HLSS15]. Boolean [BJSS89, BD09, BD13, BS87, Eit94, HcL21, Kon95, MN89, SISR+11, VB03, Zha94]. Border [BL17, BM16b, AFT08, LLM+13]. Bordiga [BNT18], Borel [BL13]. Borwein [PP11, And95]. Bott [MS22]. Bottom [DS15]. Bottom-up [DS15]. Bound [Yap91, BMS17, BE17, Col15, Col16, Dum09, Eng10, GKM008, GTLN19, KL21, KS12b, KMR18, MR10]. boundable [DP24]. boundaries [CDM+13b]. Boundary [Con00, Mil92b, BR12, Ros05, RR08, ST24b]. Boundary-Value [Mil92b]. Bound [BS86, BP09b, Dur94, Gre16, Ric92a, Yam94, CHSS05, SSS05]. Bounded-degree [Gre16]. boundedness [Mic13]. Bounding [BR10, CR19, Cou18, SH17b, BW22]. Bounds [Abb13, BS10, BTW93, BDM23, Boy93a, Boy93b, DS00, GZ89, HH98, HM02a, Hon98a, Laz92a, Mig00, Wei94, Yam94, BDS17, Bus09, Col04, DJ07, EMT20, GMP22, GS18, GOP18, HS21a, HPS22, HH16, HHT18, KM06, Lia22, MR13, MS10, MZ05, Pap23, PS20, dCW09, WS23, YZ21, vdHS06, vzG13]. Box [BP00, MC02]. Boxes [KT90a]. bracket [LW03a, LW03b, NWW21]. Bradley [PP11]. braid [BV06, Bok08, PY94]. Braids [Bur01, Bur03]. branch [BK20]. branches [HH07, HH09, HH13]. Branching [Dur94, SS96a]. Brauer [Bri06, Wil93]. breadth [LZ12]. bridge [KP15]. brief [GK12a]. Brieskorn [Sch04]. Bringing [LMRS11]. Broker [ABP96]. browser [KBRV24]. Bruce [NT21]. Bruhat [Dra05, DPS17]. Brun [BLV18]. Bruno [AKR11, Buc06a, HKP+06]. Buchberger [HP08, AL88, AKR11, AT96, BMQS06, Buc06a, CM17a, Cza89, FD14, GM88, Hem02, HKP+06, HP07, KS86, MM88, NP20, Re09, Tak92, Tra96]. Buckling [RT85]. Budan [Gal13a]. Build [Str01]. Building [BT98, Pei97, Pei03a, Pei03b]. Built [NR97, Pet00, GN04]. Built-in [NR97, Pet00, GN04]. Bulk [CG02]. Bundles [LN13, BBV15, CP10, Lun16, Pos18]. C [RW94, BFK02, KZ08]. C-finite [KZ08]. cactus [BR13b]. CAD [Bro01b, HJX16, HDHX17, HLS01b, MH16, MPP19]. CAL [SA89]. Calabi [BR13c, Hie16]. Calculate
Calculating [Ber02, BGK86, Car01, Con90a, Gri90, IK13, Kem96].

Calculation [HI08, Kem02]. Calculations [BT94, CJP97, Hre94, AL88, CGL07].

Calculi [BGH93, Bür89, EH16, HM02b, Hre94, Laz85, LZ12, Min02, Nip91, PH87, Sha90b, von90b, von90b, BR12, CIM17, DHKS09, DW22, HT17, KS12b, KS12c, Lev21, Min03, PS95c].

Canal [LSW01, PP97, DZ09, VL16].

Cancellative [Wal02a, Wal02b]. Cancellativity [NÓ89]. Cannonito [Sim90b].

Cant [BCE94]. Canonical [Cha00, Dür89, Ste97, Wei03, van97c, AC24, AP10, JNV21, LM92, MM09, Sht88, Sto20].

Canter [Eid23]. Capabilities [Pel97].

Card [BGS11]. Categories [BH00, BBC+91, Der13, DDR11, FGR03].

Cartan [DFdG13, DaZZ04, HT91, NPD09].

Cartesian [DDR11]. CAS [Kad13]. Case [BGH93, Bür89, EH16, HM02b, Hre94, Laz85, LZ12, Min02, Nip91, PH87, Sha90b, von90b, von90b, BR12, CIM17, DHKS09, DW22, HT17, KS12b, KS12c, Lev21, Min03, PS95c].


Categories [BH00, BBC+91, Der13, DDR11, FGR03].

Cauchy [LR01, PR22, Sch17a]. Cause [SK91].

Cayley [BF11, CMO90, Deh94, LW03a, LW03b, Lun16, Whi91a].

Cell [Aur87, RS00, BK15, CLL17, Dra05].

Chordal [MBL21, LXZZ23]. Chow [FKO18, Qi23]. chromatic [Ger19].
HKSS17, KRW90, Kin14, LL09, Lab90, LMZ23, Ros23, Sch19, Sti03, ZGG23.

Commutativity [For87b, Zha90, HL21a].
Commutator [HLK99].

Comparative [AM99]. Comparing [BF93, KKSd96, MPS02]. Comparison [CJUE01, GVHHUE05, Gre95, Lav91, BF20].

Compact [Nor95a, GK21]. Compatible [KZ14, LLW03, SS06]. Compatibly [BCS97, KS12a]. Compiler [ST89a].

Complete [BGM15, BCGY12, CGY09, EW07, KP99, Le 86, Lyn97, SG89, Bed07, Bed09, BGMSG07, BM04, BSW21b, FS12, G899, HDPS11, LJ09, RS10, RS11b, Sop13, Sta16, Vac17, Win14]. Completely [Ber02, CS99, BJM17, GN04].

Complexity [BS88, BKN78, BK09, CR90, Gao01, Gri88, Gri90, GKL6, HK95, HS90, Kal99, Meg90, Nie94b, Ren92a, Ren92b, Ren92c, Ris88, Rdc13, RS90, Sco03b, Tal95, Van00, Vor92, Vor99, Wei94, Wei88, Wei90, vdHS06, Ahn08, AKS12, BFS15, BP09a, Ber04, BDS17, BS09, BGT20, CH17, DET09, ES18, EGS23, ETM21, FES11, FES13, FEV16, GSSST10, GPSM20, HvdH18, Lec19, MOP15, MT20, Mor91, NPP17, Pic03, Pol95, PS13, Sag14, Svh19, WY20, vdHL13].

Component [APS12, BR10, CS22, EW00, EG23, JLR03]. Components [Hub99, BS09, KN11, KL17b]. Composable [Ohl95]. Composed [HM02b, Min02, CCM09, Min03, Min06].


Comput [AP04, AK06, AP17, CS09, DHM11, FS13, Fer06a, HZ15, HMJ94, Hid05b, Hid11, HP08, Kal90, KT94, MHXD09, RS11b, Sav89].

Computability [Bac94a]. computable [JPP19]. Computation [AS05, AC19, Ano01d, AJ01, AH86, BVW18, BFK02, BS92, BCGR92, Bod04, Bor22, BE02, Bre86, BW03, Buc92, Bur92, CV00, CL00, CCG99, CZG02, Ch196, CL23, CCM95, CR88, Dav94, DT95, DR86, Eck87, Edi85, EKP22, EV21, FGT95, FGLM93, Fis89, FGT15, FPP98, Gk00, GH97, GL92, GK94, GS06, HP822, Hol85, Hol91, Hon96, Hug00, JPPSG09, JKPD, JKP98, Kale00, LPS01, LM89, Lev99, LR01, Liub02, Mar02, MF09, Mau87, Ng89, Ous91, PSZ91, PC98, PZ92, PS95a, PD07, QR07, RS90, Sal94, Sav90, STA94, She97b, Shi04, Ste97, Sza17, Tes99, Tho02, UYSA89, VV97, Vas00, VGT90, Vor89, Wal00, Wei00, WBM99, Zha96, d89, ACMB19, AAKM21, AH05, Arr16, ACS13, BCHLG015, BCHG*4, Bar13, BE13, BC24a].

computation [Bau15, BBR324, BCLR13, BFH17, BFS06, BY23, BBK15, BSC12, BR88, BS15, CFS07, CH03, CVY17, CLL17, CM17b, CN07, DM09, DK18, DEG+21, DDM15, Dor21, DPS17, EH21, Eid23, Eli04, Els12, ES13, EFG16, ERSG05, EH16, Fox18, GS03, Gue18, HSJ16, HPP09, HN06, HKP+06, JFMRS12, JNV21, KS06, KS12b, Kin14, KS04, Kut10, LLM+13, LR90, LLL08,
Computational
[BdlCRLS19, BS01, BdS01, Bos01, BK90, Cha00, EL12, GH05b, Jac97, KP13, Kal97b, MCMMPR14, Mic90, Ren92a, Ren92b, Ren92c, Sha13, Stu91, YXL99, Bar13, Ber04, BJT22, BEG09, CR98, DPS16, GKMW21, GKM05, Kem16, Ker17, Mer10, Poz15, TZ21].

Computations
[Ape98, Bec90, BDPR13, But85, CDO97, Cuy97, Dab01, DGS10, DSV01, HKK98, Lim93, Mee94, Mro96, Pau92a, Whi91b, von87, ABFS15, BD09, CHU19, DZY22, Ebe01, Els15, EK19, EPY98, GM07, HPRS11, LR15, MS22, The06].

Compute
[BH00, Die92, Mau00, NY99, BV03, BC22, EMSS16, FSW10a, FGPT03, Hel16, JY17, MPT20, OdR03, OdR09, Pop15, van93].

Computer
[AP90, AGM97, AP93, Ano99c, BC01, Bel03, BGH93, Ber93, BK99a, CF97, Cap90, CO01, Cav86, CF91a, DGS96, Dav88, Dav02, Die92, Div91, DJ89, Ebe01, FS95, FM02, FK99, GV99, GSZ5, GZ09, Gre06b, HS95, JT03, KS98, KKL92, Koe92, KG03, KR97, KD90, Lab95, LS02, MNM90, OT87, OZ94, Par08, PW90, Pro00, Rob97, Rd91, Ryb90, San95, Sch96, Tra07b, Ve97, Web95, Wil95, WBM99, YP91, Zha93, AG91, BW05, BKG21, BKHG21, CS05a, CLS91, DT06, FGPGP14, FKO18, Ger19, JMRP04, KASW05, MSZ09, NSW16, Oll88, PS97, SMB03, Yok17, KK09].

Computer-Aided
[Wil95, DJ89, KD90].

Computer-Algebra
[KKL92].

Computer-assisted
[FM02].

Computer-Generated
[AP93].

Computers
[Bos97, She97a].

Computing
[ABKR00, AKR05, ABPR21, AK00, AH13, Ald23, Ahu03, ÀL06, AHS21, ABMN10, AOW23, AE05, AV00, Bah01, BO04, BR09a, BP99a, Bas06, BEP13, BS88, BG11, BMQS06, BLR99, BCR11, BJ04, BR87, BL12, BJS°07, BLDP22, BTBQM00, BLM10, BEM97, BLW03, BC89, BC91, CH97b, CCH97, CCH01, CH04, CHSS05, CGS97, CDF92, CMP87, CH91a, CGK+21, CD00, CWL08, CDM+13b, CVZ21, CS99, Con90b, CJS97, Dab97a, Dab97b, DH07, DLM11, DFDG13, DdG21, DS18b, DW21, DDL+23, DW22, Drt06, DMY16, Dum99, Dür89, EENMP19, EW86, EW02, Eic02, EG21, ES98, EY21, EL04, ES11, EK19, Enc95, EG07, FLE+23, FS98, FS16, FS23, FGV06, Ga95, GS05, GP24, GS02, GHL21a, GHL21b, GHL+00, GS90, Gob95, GTL17, GTL19, GDRV21, Hal13].

Computing
[Hal01, Har17, Hel96, Hel00, HM09, HMXD07, He02, Hô01, HH99, Hul99, Hul13, IvH17, Jam11, JMV23, JNSV17, JS07, Kal93, KT90a, KRR88, KRTZ23, KZ08, Kem22, KP97a, KC18, KPR18, KBRV24, KS97, KW88, Kud22, LS98, LGS91, LS11, LM123, LZ12, Lin18, LPRR02, LV14, LM94a, Man93b, Man93a, Mat01a, MHX09, MPSX09, Miy01, Món97, Mon02a, Mon98, NS09, NP95, Nor01, Oki23, Pan96, PDS03, PP07, Pis04, PS09, Poh97, Poz19, PES24, Qur17, Ric92a, Rie93, Rin13, RRS06, RR12, Rón90, Roo13, dC10, SM16, Sch90a, SS16, Sek11, Sha90b, SW02, Sim90a, Sla86, Sla01, Smi00, Ste10, St03, Str97, Stu15, Tab13, TV18, TW01, Ung06, VL93, Vj07, Vll95, Vor99, Wan00, Wen06, Yah23, YNT89, ZS01, ZW08, dG01].

Computing
[dG11, van94, ASS07, AAFR09, Arn03, BR13a, BCE11, BW20, Bay03, BBF17, BF22, BLS23, C RK04, CS22, CM12, CvH04, CK12b, Col17, DF08, EF17, ELME23, EG83, FE16, FW15, GVHHUE05, GMF13, GKS03, GR11, GMMP17, GMP22, HM23, HDPS11, HHK17, IK21,
concavity [CCG06, hHL21].

Concept [BN01, BS90b, Bel03].

Concerning [AP93].

Conchoid [GP13].

Concurrent [Fis96, LC96, SJG96, LMA11].

Condensation [LW01, Ryb01, LMR94, Ryb90]. Condensed [GKLM91]. Condensed-Phase [GKLM91].

Condition [TCT23, CdG09, CO94, CO96, GGG06, HP07, HP08, HY21]. Conditional [DJ96, Gan91, Mid94, WG94, ABFS15, Kap87, Mor13, PSA23, Wir09].

conditionally [SS06].

Conditions [Vir99, EFRS06, FPT04, Len03, Li04].

configuration [NSW16, Yok17, Bos01].

Configurations [Stu91, Br˚a24].

Confined [ABC22].

Confluence [Kah95, Kap87, Wir09].

conformal [Kol08].

Congruence [Fit97, KR89, Sh89, VM14].

congruences [Hem18, RS21a].

Congruent [BFHS92, BMFS87].

Conic [Far97, GO00, LW03b].

cones [BFMS87, DR23a, dC10].

conference [NSW16, Yok17, Bos01].

Configurations [Stu91, Br˚a24].

confined [ABC22].

Confluence [Kah95, Kap87, Wir09].

Conjecture [And95, BP00, Re99, AML19, AGS18b, Ang24, ASS13, BCS20, BK21, BST16, CK19, CIM17, Co05, GKMW21, GS24, GG92, GR22, HLO22, Kli90, KPT15, Mar19b, Kho08].

conjectures [DT23, vdH06].

Conjagacy [BNRW22, PY94, DMW17, GGM10].

conley [BR09a].

connected [BR10, EGS23, Kem22, aZGS05].

Connection [FKT13, Fuc00a, Pet00, Sch01, BR09a, OB03, Sid93].

connection-based [OB03].

connections [EG07].

Connectivity [PES24, CES23].

Conquering [Ste05].

Consequences [CR90].

Conservation [Fit89, WBM99, BC22, PH11, Wol03].

Conservative [LW10].

Conserved [GH97].

Considered [KMN88, Pro00].

Consistency [LT89, Vor92, GSI8, HGKV11, SWF11].

Consistent [Ott91].

Consoliation [BF93].

Constant [Wol00b, GP92, MP89, Roc22].

Constant-coefficient [Wol00b].

constants [HPS22].

constituents [Pre06].

Constrained [KKF97, NR95, DdW18, Nal18].

Constraint [ABP96, AR03, C92, Fri96, HLS01b, HLS01a, HJA97, KR94, LC96, Pel97, RSS10, SJG96, AB05, SA89, Com98b].

Constraint-Based [ABP96].

Constraints [Com98a, Com98b, DH00, HJA97, NR97, Rat02, BVE21, EBD21, LM92, Ore11, TM85, XZ10, ZWH11].

constructed [LC16, SMJ19].

Constructibility [Ley01, SM18].

Constructible [CP00].

Constructing [AK86, Ar91, Aur87, BK15, CK04b, CYFT97, Dr03, EP02, Gl88a, GHS01, Har92, HPS97, Hul05, KM99, KQ10, Let01, Lin91a, Pan86, PSS97a, Pos18, Ros93, RP89, Smi93, dGN02, dG09, vG90, DA05].

Construction [AAKM21, Ber98b, BE99a, BU99, Bro01b, For87a, G96a, GSPB17, HR19, LG21, PW90, Sho91, Yap91, ZGG23, Els17, Fuk04, GHPBS12, IKGT11, Lab90, MH16, MPP19, Mol88, Pol95, Ren17, WY11, HK07].

Constructions [PS00, DV21, Ebe01, BGS11, FS23, FG05].

Constructive [BP00, Bro03, CH85, CH86, GHPWZ02, HJA97, HL21a, HL21b, JL91, MMO94, MM88, MRD11, Tak91, ABR17b, AABdG21, Gob98, HT91, Per04, Tak93, U05, PP17].

Constructor [MT93, Mid94, SS96a, WG94, Yon89].

Constructor-Based [WG94, Yon89].

containing [Piq91].

containment [KK17].

Contents [A99a, An00a, A01a, A01b, A01f, An02b, A02c, A04a, A04b].

Context [GSSST10, KF01, SSS02, ..._]
context-free [LPT20]. Contexts [FGT95]. Contextual [Str01, AR03, AB05].
continuation [DEPS11]. Contexts [FGT95]. Contextual [Str01, AR03, AB05].
Continuous [Bur16, JWC+16, MCJ21, RH18, SLX+13, CCG06]. continuous-time [RH18]. Continuously [Hem02]. Contour [AB05].
contraction [MM10]. contributed [Kap06]. Control [ACGR01, Jir97, LHD96, UYSA89, AHKY09, Pa13, PS18a]. Controlled [Fuc00a, WKB86].
Controlled [Fuc00a, WKB86]. Convection [Mag89]. Conventional [Sit97]. Convergence [CFS22, PT14]. Convergent [MSK093, OKK98].
Converting [CKM97, Kha14]. Convex [ABY90, AC01, JZ04, DHTY04, Fuku04, GSA+12, TRR10]. convexity [CCG06, HZ19, Sor22].
Convolution [HC12, JB04]. convolutional [GTLN21]. Convolutions [APZ20, VL10]. Conway [CF09b, HL04, KP15, Mar19a, SW97b].
Conventional [Sit97]. Cooperative [DGS96]. coordinate [BvdE03]. Coordinates [Hav91]. Coq [DM05, GPWZ02, PMW93].
corank [BP07, BMS20]. Corner [Chi01, FC04, CK03]. corner-cut [CK03]. Corners [DDD95]. Correct [FLOR00]. correcting [BP09b].
corrector [HL16]. Correlation [PSZ91]. correspondence [Posa18]. Corrigenda [Nor95b].
Corrigendum [AP17, CS09, Der87a, FS13, HZ15, HidC16, HP98, KMR18, MHXD09, RS11b, KT94].
Coset [CG02, HH999, Lin91b, Sim91, BGRH06]. Cosets [Sla01]. cosine [GR98]. cost [GMP22]. could [MS09]. Count [BF91, Bry21]. Countably [Sne98].
counterexample [Ang24]. Counterexamples [vdH06]. Counting [AH01, BS24, BR06b, HK95, H988, Kal01a, Lab92, VV08, vzGGZ21, BS09, CK12c, DHTY04, GS12, GPMS20, Hub09b, MV10].
Coupled [FM02, GZ90, Zha93, KP91]. Course [Jac97, Sit97]. Courses [AGM97, CP97]. covariants [Bed09]. Cover [HLM95, Str01, BLR13]. covering [Wil90].
Criteria [BD88, Pic00, WW94, BBC+17, HA10, HP07, HP08, LLL19, MS18]. criterion [AP11b, AP17, GHMA13].
Critical [BD88, Bec93, Bră24, Buc87, NMM90, Sto99, dC17, AS07, BNT18, Bod04, CKR04, FLE+23, GP20, Hor24, Kad13].
curvature [Hor24]. Curve [AM88a, BE02, IH94, MM00, Ric92a, Aho08, ASS13, BO04, BGMSG07, BE17, CGL07, CK12d, FS16, FGT09, GS05, Gau09, GMM17, HC12, Hub09b, JWC+16, MP89, PSA23, RSV09, Sto17, SS24, Zen06].
Curved [GK94]. Curves [AH01, ACOR00, AF88, CLQ10, Cre01, GR02, GSST98, GV97, HSW97, Hon97a, H988, Kal01b, Kid02, Mic13, Min97, RS97, SF90, Sch92, SGD07, SW91a, SW97a, Sen02].
Sha01, ZS01, van97c, AC24, AK04, AK06, AS05, AS07, Alc08a, Alc12, AHM18, AGS16, BGLGM17, BGI18, Ber98b, BCGY12, CV11, CWL08, CVZ21, CJL13, CS16, CS05c, CGP23, DP19, DS18b, DGW19, DR23b, Eid23, El 08, Els15, FGS09a, FGS09b, FS10, FS12, FS13, FM24, FG08, FGP05, FL21, GMF13, GP24, Gen22, Har12a, Har13, HJ18, HLO23, HJ15, Hie16, HLSW16, HS98, IMP17, JWG10, KRTZ23, KS12b, KH23, LSY07, LN13, LLL08, Lou21, Lub14, MSS21, MR15, OT13, PD07, Pis04, PSV11, PV13, Qi23, Ren17, Roc22, RSS13, SSS23, SS09, SS11, SJJ13, Sor22].

Curves [Tab11, VL10, Wan04]. Curvilinear [GV99].

Curves [BL00, EW86, BL06a, CK03, Sak21].

Cut-elimination [BL00, BL06a].

Cutting [Chi01, FC04].

Cycle [LP90, CFS07, HY23b, SH17b].

Cycles [Bor22].

Cyclic [AF00, BF91, Ga´a95, GTLN21, Hil05a, Hil05b, RZAG99, ABF09, BCI13, BM10, GGM10, Liub23, TS24]. cyclically [BC06, NWW21].

Cylinders [BFHS92].

Cylindrical [ACM88, Arn88b, Bro01a, CH91b, CJK02, EBD21, McC88, MC02, PS00, Str11, Str16, BDE+16, BK15, CM16, KA21, LXZ23, MSW15, Str06].

D [BPH07, LMM05, YXL99],

D'Alembertian [AB09].

Dancing [Hem18].

Data [MMO94, Yan98, DE06, Far19, Hir89, HR17, RT17, SLK11]. data-discriminants [RT17].

Database [GP96b, FGR03, JR06, LMM05, YXL99]. Databases [AB00b].

Dataflows [YI94].

Davenport [SS90].

Dealing [DM05, LO96]. death [KKK17].

Debugging [DL93].

Decidability [AMA03, SSSST10, SS96b, SS05, BHSS89].

Decidable [ARS10, Ott91, SSS02, Sta98].

Deciding [EW00, GRW16, Gri88, LW10, MW12, VGW18, Vor92, dNdR03, DH16, DF09].

Decimic [BP10a].

Decision [ARS02, BS96, CGG06, Ren92a, Ren92b, BE10, Bus09, DGLM+24, GX04, STDD16, SS03a, Ye17].

Declarations [MGL00]. declarative [AHH+05].

Decoding [BF01, CP10, ABF09, BB10, BP09b, DS09, LO08, LO90, MRG13, MRG17].

Decomposable [SO09, Sha01, GGMFVT13, HJA17, vzG13].

Decomposition [BF08, Sha01, GMG17, HJA17, VzG13].

Decompositions [BF08, Sha01, GMG17, HJA17, VzG13].

Decoupling [BNN17, Wol02].

Decreasing [BBFT85].

Dedekind [For87a, HR19, de95].

Deduction [Ano01d, AJ01, BH95, CH85, CH86, DS96, She97b, Tak91, GSSST10, TRRK10, Com98a].

Deductive [Ano01d, AJ01, BH95, CH85, CH86, DS96, She97b, Tak91, GSSST10, TRRK10, Com98a].

Defect [SJJ96, Sto11].

Defects [Mor11].

Deficiency [GRV17].

Defined [Ma94, MG88, Tor93, AB99, EG21, EFG16, GMF13, Kol08, Lou21, MMO94, ...
LS01, MC97, Mil87, Mil92b, Mor99, ÖS94, RT89, SV92, Sch99, Sch85, SS95, Sin90, Sin91, SU93a, SU93b, Sit97, Tra06, Tsao00, Uhl94, Van02, VRU99, Vid99, Wan91, Wan99, WBM99, Zha96, dv96, van97a, van97b, vdp99, ABK15, Abr17b, Ald23, AAB + 18, AMW12, Arr16, BGLHR12, BP09a, BCE11, BE13, BELP13, BM19, BS20a, BC24a, Bil11, BD12, BLM10, BL16 + 16, BLP19, Bro90b, CFS22, CvH04, CQ12, Cou18, DJO + 11, DS86, Dra03, DW22, DP09, ES23, FGLH + 23, FSW10a, FSW10b, Fr04, FL21, FK89, Goa03, GVZ09, GGG06, GLdR19, GHL16, GV16, Gol06, Gol08]. Differential [GKO09, GOT05, GS18, GOP18, HT91, HI08, Hl87, HY23b, IvH17, JLR03, Lev21, LG21, LGM21, MS03a, Mil93, Nak16, NNvdPT15, Ng09, PH11, RR08, RS19, RS10, RS11b, Rue11, Ulm03, WK20, ZW08, vdH07a, vdH07c, vdP05, vdPT15]. Differential-difference [Dun99]. differentials [HH07, LN21]. differentiated [Vil11]. Differentiating [AZ90].


Dimensional [AC88, ARE02, FGLM93, Lax92b, McC88, Nor95c, Sak88, AKR05, ACMB19, AOW23, BRM01, Buc06a, CES23, CGY09, CGG12, CJ15, Dur09, ES20, FMR04, HOP06, HKPP09, HSV08, HKY18, JWC + 16, KM89, LST03, MWZ16, MM04b, MP04, Mon02a, Mos08, NT17, NY99, Nor95b, PP17, PS13, SS90, ST20, Shp14, XWL23]. Dimensions [AP08, EW86, EPW90, BLV18, EKP22, MS11a, PH11]. Dimer [BGH93]. Diophantine [AP11a, Cip08, CF89, CKS99, FT95, PT98, PV00, PV02, Wei88, Wei90]. Dirac [RS19, TM85]. Direct [ZS01, CJ22]. Dirichlet [OZ94]. Disc [Pan96]. discipline [CLS91]. discontinuities [AP90, FL11]. discontinuous [JT03]. Discovering [APS12, Fox18, SLX + 13]. Discovery [Wil95, Sil04]. Discrete [MM00, OZ94, BJT22, CM90, Gan09, KKK17, MS03a, Vac17, vzGM22, VM14]. discretizations [WR10]. Discriminant [HM02a, Lip93, BHM + 23, IMP17, MM06, Mor11]. Discriminants [McC99, Nic12, BMT21, CC07, LM09, RT17]. Discriminator [Burr2]. Discussing [Mon02b, DHM11]. Discussion [YYZ12]. Disjoint [BS96, CJ22, SS89a], disks [KC09]. DISPGB [MM06]. Dissections [Lis95]. dissipative [KP91]. Distance [CFSGL21, LN21, BP09b, BGT20, CJM + 21, Lee17, Toh10]. Distances [Hav91, GGMAMF19, GMMM17, GTLN21]. Distinct [MM00, GR12, GKL04, XXZ23]. distinct-degree [GKL04]. Distributed [BH95, Bon96, CM96, DGS96, DS96, LC96, STA94, ZBH96, SMB03]. distribution [BP07]. distributions [BM10, KP91, RS19]. distributive [SS03a]. Distributivity [SS96b, TA87, Con93]. Disunification [CL89, Lug95]. Division [Jeb93, KJ96, Rol90, BF22, Eid23, MP11b, Nak09, VK16, Vil11]. division-free [Vil11]. Divisions [Ape98, Rol86]. Divisor [DTGV02, MG94a, van97e, GGMAMF19, JPPS09]. divisor-closed [GGMAMF19]. Divisorial [Vas00]. Divisors [KT09a, LMS9, Lüb02, IS10, KLM + 21, LLL08]. Dixon [Chi01, CZG02, CK03, CK04b, CK04a, CKM09, FC04, Pal13, QZYC22, Sch90b]. Do [She97a]. documentations [SWF11]. Documents [CC01]. does [LMPX11]. Domain [For87a, MPS02, CK90, DMY16,

**E-CCC** [Hir89]. E-services [Ran12]. each [EGS23]. **Early** [KsL03]. Easy [LHK13]. **Economy** [Pra13]. Ecosystems [MR09]. edge [EFG16, FC04, HDPS11]. edge-adjacency [HDPS11]. edge-skeleton [EFG16]. Editing [CH95, vdH15]. editor [DGPP10, Bos01, Buc92, Hon96, Kut10, Lev07a, Smo98]. Editor-in-Chief [Buc92]. **Editorial** [Ano18g, BB93a, CJS01, CL00, DGR07, DDHS13, HSW97, HL97, KM98, KV13, KR97, LPPR12, MMY00, MN94, PZ92, PS95a, SB99, SS98]. editors [CJGV09, JMR04, Ano99e, Ano00b, AJ01, BB93a, CH97a, CJS01, CL00, DGR07, DDHS13, HSW97, HL97, KM98, KV13, KR97, LPPR12, MMY00, MN94, PZ92, PS95a, SB99, SS98]. education [GGAVRC13]. effect [DDR11]. Effective [ACMB19, Ano01e, BS22a, BBC17, But85, DGPP10, DHTY04, Dub93, GPMS09, GS18, HS01, MMS18, MS21, MS10, MGRR23, MS22, NP20, VB03, vdH05, AMDW16, BCLR13, CM17a, CM+13b, CFS24, DDM15, DJ07, GX04, GDRV21, HV16, Kadi13, Mor20, RRS19]. Efficiency [BPH07, Gre95, HcL21]. Efficient [BTW93, CO01, CF89, CM93, CE95, DF05, DSV01, EG00, EG04, EH21, EID23, ES98, EC95, EFG16, Gb02, GHLZ21, GHLZ22, GKW98, HI94, Lim93, Mag17, PH87, SS96a, Su12, Su13, Su16, ZSY93, ZL12, vdH07b, FP09, HDPS11, JGF09, KSW13a, KSW13b, MTV21, PS18b, Sal08, YZ21, FGLM93]. Efficiently [CKR04, DMS21]. **Ehrhart** [BEZ23, BS15]. eigenfrequency [KP91]. eigenrings [BSW21a]. Eigenspaces [MT01]. **Eigenvalue** [For02, CGK09, HHLQ13]. **Eigenvalues** [Q605, Koz23, Q606]. Eigenvectors [OO13]. eight [DS18a]. **Eilenberg** [MGRR23]. Einstein [ACS13, ASS20]. Eisenstein
[DF05]. Elastic [Eis90]. Electronic [BC01]. 
Element [TL96, Wan86]. Elementary [AM88b, Bro90a, Bur04, DS86, Lü92, Bad06, DHKS07, El 03, PV13, SR07, ZWM03, Zha03]. Elements [BBB92, CH96, Ga95, KT04, YNT89, Buc06a, CF09b, GTLN17, SS16]. Élie [NP09]. Eliminating [KL17a]. Elimination [Arn88a, AM88b, CH97a, CH91b, DH88, DS02, DYA97, EW00, EM99, Fer96, GV96, GVGC99, HL97, Jir97, KFF88, Laz88, LS95, Mul01, PSS0, Ren92b, Ren92c, SK91, Vir99, Wan93, We07, BL00, BL06a, BGG13, CM16, CS98, EH16, Fer98, GGL06, GOP18, HSV08, HE12, JPS13, Sch07, SD05, Tri07a, XLY15, Zan94]. Elimination-based [DKLP21]. ELISE [Die92]. Elkies [BW22]. ellipse [JH21]. ellipses [GKR23]. Elliptic [Car99, Cre01, Gar95, HH98, Kid02, MV10, YS18, BGH+04, CV11, FG08, Gau99, Hub10, Sad16, GKR23]. embed [DW18]. Embedded [BE11, BCS97, KL17b]. Embedding [AAB+18, BS87, RD91, Vel00, LL13]. Embeddings [GR01, BELT21]. Empirical [AGMT98]. empty [Fer98]. encoding [Cox19]. encodings [Vat12]. Endomorphism [GHS01, Sch90a]. endomorphisms [DL06, HLSW16]. enforcement [LMA11]. Engel [CdG09]. Engine [WKB86]. Engineering [KC01, Mer01]. enjoying [HL21a]. enough [HL21a]. Enriched [Lab92]. entries [MM04a]. entropic [STvR24]. Entropy [Gri22]. Enumerating [You89, KMY24]. Enumeration [CP00, CG02, Lin91b, LMM05, Sim91, HV16, Pel03a, TS24, FG09b]. enumerative [DaZZ04]. Enveloping [dG01, AL88, FS98, IL09]. Environment [DGS96, HL98, BPT11]. environments [SMB03]. epidemic [BENW06]. epimorphisms [Poz19]. equal [LMPX11, Roc11]. equal-spaced [Roc11]. Equality [Dav02, Hsi87, NR95, BPT12]. Equation [BTG02, FT95, FHR99, Hv95, Hub99, Wol00b, Arr16, BL06b, Bro90b, Che23, DZ09, FGG+16, GH12, GIM07, KP91, LL16, Maw88, Mil93]. Equational [AB99, BS96, BS86, BHSS89, CZ92, CL89, DR93, GR10, HK95, HKK98, JM95, Lyn97, MC92, Pau85, QW96, SS99a, SS99b, WC94, AHL03, DVM21, EBD21, LM94b, PGT03]. Equations [AP89, AK00, AHW05, BP99a, Bar99, BAH93, BF91, BGK86, BRO92, Bro09, CDF92, CV00, Ch09, CF89, CM93, Com98c, CS99, CSTU02, CKS95, Cza89, Die92, DG20, FM02, GPP93, GP96a, Ga00, Ga02, Gan91, GC92, GH97, HH98, Hen98, HS99, HPT02, KST93, KFF88, Kov86, LS01, MC97, Mar96a, Mi87, Mil92b, Nau98, PV00, PV02, RT95, SV92, SS99, Sch99, Sch85, SS95, Sin90, Sin91, SU93a, SU93b, Sit97, Sma96, Sny93, SBB+89, Tra98, Tun02, Ulm94, VRU99, Vic99, Wan99, Wol02, YNT92, Zhe96, dv96, vdP99, AbvHP11, AR13, ABPS21, Ad16, AAB+18, AP11a, AC04, AHL03, BV03, BP99a, BC24a, BB10, BPZ06, Bil11, BS22a, BD12, BR06b, CFS22, Cha14, Con18, Djo+11, DS65, DP09, Dtr06, DJ89, EG15, FGH08, FSW10a]. equations [FSW10b, Fre04, FK89, Gal87, GH05a, Gao03, GGG06, GS285, GS18, GR98, HL17, Hen98, HTZ04, Hen06, IvH17, Izu16, Kutt07, KKM15, LE22, LGM21, MP09, MRW21, Nak16, NNvP15, Ngu09, PH11, Roc22, RT17, RR08, LT22, ST24a, SvE14, SvE21, Tun09, Ulm03, WK20, ZWH11, VdH07c, VdP05, VdP15]. equilibria [BENW06, Tsa23]. Equisingular [CGL07]. Equivalence [BL93, HS90, LWXX23, NNvP15, Bil11, BLPM19, CF09a, DKLP21, LWXX23, MS16, MV15, SS88]. equivalences [HJ18]. equivalent [CO96, Nak16]. Equivariant [GG99, WO94, BK16, Pos18]. Errata [Kal90, KL90]. Erratum [AP04, DHM11,
Error-Functions [Kn02, Kn03]. error [Che85, Kno93, Mro96, VGT90, BP09b, KS19].

Error-correcting [BP09b].

Error-Functions [Kn02, Kn03]. errors [LLLZ23].

Essential [Hub99, FKO18]. essentially [Ber98a].

Estimates [Bea92, Sha90a]. Estimating [KO17, Tsa16]. Estimations [Ded97].

Estimator [CS21].

Euclid [CCD+09, Gir21, Jeb95]. Euclidean [Bus09, BL98a, BBN18, Col02, EPP21, Hav91, kal93, KRK88, Lee17, Mv90, Nor90, Orl22, Rol86, RS13, VK21]. Euclidean-like [BL98a].

Euler [FW15, Hel16, KP91, RdC13, XW20].

Evaluating [OPP93, Pra13]. Evaluation [Ant05, AB89, DSW09, Dur09, Duv94, Köl85, Mer01, vdh01, BES13, CCQ18, Cox21a, Piq91]. Evaluations [KT90a, KY16]. Even [BCE+94]. every [BR10]. Evolution [BPT12, GH97, Sch94, GSZ85].

Evolutionary [Adl16]. Exact [CK03, Dor21, Eit94, HNE21, Laz88, Sta16, BO10, Sch06].

Examples [BGK86, Hav91, Laz88, Sta16, BO10, Sch06]. Except [BE99b]. Exceptional [HRT01].

Excess [Rod15]. Exchange [GK98]. exclusive [HLXL18]. Excursion [Gar95].

Executable [Año96, ERT96, Mal21].


Exploiting [EP02, BH21, LXZZ23].

Exploration [MPS02, TZ21]. Exploring [ABFS15, TL98, Tsa23]. Exponent [Vor92].

Exponential [DH88, GV88, Bas06, CyH04, Fre04, HL17, XLY15]. Exponentiation [GvPS00]. Exponents [Pel97]. expressible [BGH*04]. Expression [CJMP97, NPD09, Sto11]. Expressions [Bac94b, BFHT85, BS87, GKW98, OPP93, RW94, WBM09, Zip85, BBK14, DM05, KR22, MJ21], expressive [Hir89]. Ext [CGS97, Kos07]. Ext-quer [Kos07].

Extended [AAKM21, BB93b, HA10, HR11, MS95, SL92, CHM12, Kemi16, WWW23].

Extending [DJ96, LG21]. Extension [GS23, Ott91, Smo00, YNT89, AL88, AB05, Har12a, JPP19, JPNP23, Kun18, ST19].

Extensions [BH00, CLW95, CcK02, Dab01, Gre95, Led00b, MQS00, SW97a, Vas00, del95, ABPS21, Bur16, BLW03, Fre04, KT04, LW10, Mau87, NP20, Sch17b, Sut12, Sut13, Sut16]. exterior [HT91]. External [SP10].

Extracting [AGT13, Pel03b]. Extraction [Tak91]. extraneous [QZYC22].

extrapolation [vdH09]. extremal [AC19].

Extreme [BS17b]. Extremely [BM16a].

EZ [Tsu09]. EZ-GCD [Tsu09].

F5 [AP17, AP11b, EP10, Vac17, Vac18, VVY21].

F5C [EP10]. face [Tsa16]. facility [AB05].

Factor [Boy93a, Boy93b, Col04, CTY10, GNP12].

Factorial [Pau95, JPP23]. factorial-basis [JPP23].

Factoring [BS90a, Baj86, CE96, CD85, Gao01, Gie98, GHL16, Gr90, LST03, OP05, Pau01, Poh05, VH98, Wei13, vzGP01, CL17, DNS21, DMS21, Gen07, Guo20, RR08].

factorisation [Sal08]. factorise [DEP22].

Factorization
Factorization-free \cite{Hub90}.

Factors \cite{CTR99,McC99,Pan96,Abb13,AV11,AGT13,CGK+21,GR12,Gre16,HJS22,Kan91,QZYC22,Sek09].

Failed \cite{BCE+94}.

Faithful \cite{dGN02}.

Families \cite{BS21,LPY01,RT89,ASS13,BKW20,CR11,FK04,HTZ04,Lou08,Lub14,Pet10,PT98,Wib07].

Family \cite{GH02,HPT02,ACF+12,EG21,GEL05,Heu98,Heu06,Ren17].

fan \cite{Aue05,Gol06,MR88}.

Fano \cite{Yah23}.

Fans \cite{CM97,MR17,CM04}. Fast \cite{MN89,BL98a,BFSS06,BP00,Bre86,Bro12,CC91,CZG02,Col02,Cox19a,Cox21b,CCD09,CM04,DPS23,JB04,LS16a,LMS09,LR01,MS03a,Mul90,Os04a,PWZ18,Ros23,Sa19,Sal94,Sny93,Sm02,Ste97,Stu00,Wib07,Van02,vdH01,CCD09,CM04,DPS23,HH15,Lee17,SS24].

Faster \cite{AGR16,AIRR12,BF91,Har09,JPPSG09,Jr06,KM00a,Bas05,Bau15,Bel03,Ber98a,Bor22,CH03,CH04,CELG04,CHSS05,CHU19,CGS97,CL17,CvHKK18,CK12c,CM10,Cox21a,Cox21b,DS12,DF013,DT06,DNS21,DNS21,Eid23,Eie04,FS23,GKL04,Gu00,Guo20,GT95,HS99,HL04,Heu06,HL18,HT03,JS06,HLN04,OP05,Poh05,Poh13,Poo13,Rob04,Roa13,Sad16,Sak88,Shp14,Ste05,Ste10,Sut15,Ver14,Vac17,Val21].

fields \cite{VV18,Win14,YO03,Fifteen}. Filiform \cite{CGGO09,EKP22}, filtration \cite{DS18b}, filtrations \cite{MS02}, final \cite{HY23a}. Finance \cite{BTG02}. find \cite{BvdE03,SJG13}. Finding \cite{AF00,BP98,FT95,Ga93a,Lo98a,LO99,MM00,Sak88,Tak95,Tra98,Vat12,AV11,BN04,CCQ18,CM10,Cox21a,Cox21b,DS12,CT17,CTV16,DFO13,DT06,DNS21,DNS21,EG00,GS06,HLN04,OP05,Poh05,Poh13,Rob04,Roa13,Sad16,Sak88,Shp14,Ste05,Ste10,Sut15,Ver14,Vac17,Val21].

Field \cite{Finger}.

Generalisation [LR15]. Generalised
[Can90, BR88]. **Generalization** [MR98, MRG13, Sti87, Ang15, CR11, Sch10, Yes21].

**Generalizations** [MRG13, Sti87, Ang15, CR11, Sch10, Yes21].

**Generalize** [Pue89].

**Generalized** [ASS97, BB00, BEM00, CS90, JKP98, Kal93, Key01, Kri85, MTV21, Mul01, PZ96, SML91, Tes99, Vel00, Vill95, vdH07c, Alc12, BGLGM17, Bil11, BS15, DGW19, DPS17, EKI11, FES13, Hal13, HJ15, JY17, LM92, Ru09].

**generate** [FG16].

**Generated** [AP93, BRM01, CDO01, FH94, Lo98a, MO88, MQS00, BMQS06, CE19, DBM16, EKI11, FES13, GGM13, Sch17a, dGN02].

**Generating** [ACOR00, CM04, DHS98, HL18, MSK093, MP11a, Ous91, RCK07, Sak88, Sny93, Th02, dM99, vhK13, BBCF22, CELG04, CF91b, FH94, H08, HL04, HM90, HP91, HJA17, Hub09a, JMV23, KT90b, KT94, Kin13, KMY24, KT23, Vat06, VW08].

**Generation** [BBB92, KL98b, O’90, Sl07, LW03a, LW03b, Wan86].

**Generator** [FG16]. **Generated** [ACOR00, CM04, DHS98, HL18, MSK093, MP11a, Ous91, RCK07, Sak88, Sny93, Th02, dM99, vhK13, BBCF22, CELG04, CF91b, FH94, H08, HL04, HM90, HP91, HJA17, Hub09a, JMV23, KT90b, KT94, Kin13, KMY24, KT23, Vat06, VW08].

**generate** [FG16].

**Generated** [ACOR00, CM04, DHS98, HL18, MSK093, MP11a, Ous91, RCK07, Sak88, Sny93, Th02, dM99, vhK13, BBCF22, CELG04, CF91b, FH94, H08, HL04, HM90, HP91, HJA17, Hub09a, JMV23, KT90b, KT94, Kin13, KMY24, KT23, Vat06, VW08].

**Generation** [BBB92, KL98b, O’90, Sl07, LW03a, LW03b, Wan86]. **Generator** [FGT09, HRT01, LM94a, RT98, BO04, BS04, Bok08, Hull13, IK13, JWG10, Lib23, PSL1b, VV18, Wen06]. **Generic** [Ass94, BT98, CH95, CS05c, FH94, KM00a, Led00b, Led00a, Ma94, MSY00, AGS18a, CJL13, CJ15, D05, DMW17, DLLP08a, FJLT07, Kal11, Mal21, Zhe21].

**generify** [HSS18]. **genetic** [HS06].

**genotypes** [Sad17]. **Genus** [Bau15, GS12, HLSW16, PV00, PV02, Sha01, AP11a, Har13, HLLS15, JH21, KH23, Q23, Sto20].

**Geobench** [Sch94]. **Geobucket** [Yan98].

**Geometric** [Baj86, CM97, DH00, HLS01b, HLS01a, HJA97, Meg90, Sch03, Yap90, BM88, DJO+11, DIdW18, LW03a, LW03b, Mor91, QSG19, R90, RR12, W12].

**geometrical** [NPD09, TM89]. **Geometries** [DP09, TM89].

**Geometry** [AM88b, CL00, Cha00, Ebe01, FG16, GO91, GO00, GVG09, Gre00b, HJK+13, Hav91, LR98, Ren92a, Ren92b, Ren92c, Ris88, Stu91, Whi91b, AV11, BKR19, BBN18, CK12d, DGPP10, DR23b, FGLH+23, GS07a, GPS09, GSS05, GSS09, HSS17a, I01, Kap86, KRTZ23, KRV19, KS86, Lan10, LW03a, LW03b, MCMPR14, SM18, SMJ19, Sha13, Sti03, Str19, STvR24, The06].

**geophysical** [DJ89]. **Geophysical** [DJ89]. **Geophysical** [DJ89]. **Geophysical** [DJ89].
ACFP12, ÁAF18, Ape95, AK86, Arn03, AKR11, Aue05, BFS15, BCE149, BS09b, BFC17, BE22, BCR11, BKG86, BR06a, BL12, BV06, Bok08, BD09, BD13, BP10b, BF91, CJUE06, CRAB91, CdG09, CR11, Cip08, CKM97, Czi95, Dah22, DHH11, DS09, Dön13, DW21, DL06, EP10, Ede13, EF11, EH21, FMM07, FMTT13, FL11, FES11, FEV16, Fer88, FF92, FFP98, FD14, F18, FJL07, GS24, GG09, Ger06, GT88, Gol06, GKO08, Gon17, GMP22, GSW97, GSZ13, GS98, Hal13, HT95, HPS22, HP91, HKL99, HV22, Hong98b, Hre94, IL09, JGF09, Kal97a, Kal99, Kal01a, KKK98, KRW90, Kap86, KSW13a, KSW13b, Kho08, KM99, KM10, LL09, LL11, Lea06, LS04, LO08.

Gröbner
[LO09, LS11, LS12, LMZ23, Lev07b, Li10, LG21, Lia13a, Lia13b, Lia22, LLOR03, LH98, LLL19, MN02, Mad14, MR98, Mal21, MM09, MR17, MM04b, MRC17, MR13, Mü96, Mü88, Mü02b, MW10, MR88, MS03b, MD24, NOT18, ÖS94, Pau92a, PZ96, Pau07, PR20, Raa12, Raj06, Rei06, RR05, Ros93, Rout08, Rut92, Sak21, SIS11, STA94, Sch07, Sch17a, Sei02, SS88, Smi02, Sne98, Ste13, SS03b, Szi17, Tay02, Val11, WO06, Walo13, Wei92, Wei03, Wei06, Wii07, Win88, ZZG23, ZW08].

Gröbner-based [Sch07].

Gröbner basis [BD09].

Group
[Sch07].

Ground
[Sha90a].

Guided [Rob09].

Guillotine [GZ98].

gyroscope [KLR93].

gyroscopes [JSC13].

Habicht [HY96, LR01].

Hadamard
[AAFR09, ÁAF18, KK99, MG94b].

Hahn
[AGRZ99, FHR99].

Half [KT02, AC24].

half-canonical [AC24].

Half-Twists
Mat01b, OS24, Rie03, WK20, Zha03]. hypergraphs [Eit94]. hypermetric [DS18a]. hyperplanes [Tab13]. Hyperresolution [GHS03]. hypersurface [Q06]. Hypersurfaces [ASS97, BS00, ABR17a, BD16, BC05, Koh21, Lee17, Szp22, TCT23]. Hypothesis [von87]. HYPQ [Kra95]. I/O [MMW11]. IB [Sid93]. Ideal [AHLM99, BGG13, BRM01, BW87, CFM96, HLM99, Laz85, Laz92a, Mat01a, Mor99, Pan89, Pri96, dlt95, Ahs08, BO04, BH23, BDM23, BMSG07, BCLR13, BJS04, Bu06a, EH21, FGT09, FK11, GTLN17, GSW11, HS21a, HSQ19, Hre06, KRK88, KN11, Kun18, LV14, MM06, MR88, Per04, PSL21, TV18, Val11]. Ideal-specific [BGG13]. Ideal-Theoretic [Laz92a]. Ideals [ABKR00, ACOR00, AV00, Bah01, BMNB+11, BLR99, CM97, Fer06a, Fer06b, FGT02, FH94, HS00, Kem02, KM99, KM01, LS00a, LS00b, MS00b, MSY00, Mon02a, Mus00, NY99, Pan89, Pan92a, SST18, SY96, AFT08, ACMB19, AC19, ATY08, AT08, AHS21, BO10, BM88, BT09, BE22, BMQ06, BL12, BL7, BR15, Cer18, Cer21, CR11, CS05c, DS16, DDL+23, DL06, FES11, FGT05, GVVHUE05, GH17, Gas21, GES05, Go06, Go08, HS98, HPS21, HOP06, HKPP09, HM09, HP91, Hdc13, Hdc16, HH04, JFMRS12, Jh015, Jou09, Kem16, KMHS9, KW88, LL09, La 17, Lev21, MWZ16, MR17, MR13, MRV21, NT17, NOT18, NT21, NPNZ19, NY04, Pio04, Rout09, Sak21, ST20, Ste13, TN09, UJC04, WO06, DAM17, GTZ88]. Idempotent [Dav94, GTLN21, HKSS17]. Idempotents [Kon95, OdR03]. Identifiability [HS21b, Ang18, Ang24, BS22b, CR98, MMS18]. Identifiable [MS14]. Identifying [BDE+21, KT02]. Identities [BH02, Den93, Ges95, PS95b, ABF09, CS98, GHS08, Kau07, Rad15, Rie03, Sil04, Smo21, Zha03]. Identity [AP93, HJM93, Mul01, HJM94, PP11, Shp14]. Igusa [Sto17]. Igusa-zeta [Sto17]. II [Boy93b, BCGY12, CdG09, CD87, Com98b, DLLP08b, FGS09b, Gri23, HM02a, HLM99, HLM01, Kno93, LW03b, LLW03, MS16, MP14, Min02, OP05, Ren92b, Sch17b, Wal02b]. III [BMS20, BC89, DLLP08c, Ren92c]. image [FMR04]. Images [BC91]. Imaginary [Ga93a, GA96a, HPT02, JTD18, Ro90, Bus09, Heu06, KTL09]. imbeddings [JV09]. immersions [MPT20]. Imperative [HC96, MMW11]. imperfections [JSC13]. implement [Rau11]. Implementation [AK92, ABP96, AM99, GK69b, GW98, JV09, MNJ94, MF96, NY04, Sh09, Web96, ABM+23, HT91, HH13, HPDS11, JB04, Reo98, RSS19, Smo21]. Implementations [ZSY93]. implemented [BPT12, OD29]. Implementing [Nie03, Sid93, Sim90b]. implicates [KT90b, KT94]. implicates/implicates [KT90b, KT94]. implicates [KT90b, KT94]. implications [GgdC23]. Implicit [ARS02, MC92, SS98a, BG05, DJ+11, DMR12, DZ09, WR109]. Implicitization [ABR01a, AS01, BD16, CGZ00, Doh09, FHL96, GC92, Gao03, GV97, Hon97a, Hon97b, WC12, CCL05, Chi08, CTY10, HS98, PDS08, RS10, RS11b, Rue11, SS05]. Implicitizing [BC05, LC16, SGD97, Wan04]. implicitly [VL16]. implies [CO94]. Improved [Bro01a, CE96, Els17, GZ89, Jan13, Lec07, McC88, PS02, D09, Hre06, KSL16, Tsu09]. Improvement [LPS93, Tho02, BPH07]. Improvements [BMS17]. Improving [Gen07, HHT18, MM06]. In-depth [BF20]. in-place [Cox22]. Ince [Che23]. incidence [CTW18, LW03a]. incidences [SPZ10]. including [AJGVS09, Sut12]. inclusions [BB22]. Incomplete [FD93]. Incorporating [ARS02, GHMA13]. Increase [CP00]. Increasing [Pel97]. Incremental [EC95, HAGW12, KT90b].
Indefinite [Man93b, Wan94a, Piq91, PS95c].

independence [ÇJM+21, CS21, PSA23].

independent [KW88].

Indispensable [ATY08, CTV16].

individual [SS16].

Induced [BH00, AFdCS15, BW03].

Induction [ARS02, Bou97, KNZ91, Str01].

Inequalities [GV88, Str00, Vor92, Bro12, CL20, HJX16, HHPS21, IdW15, Oak13, Pet87].

Inequality [MG94b].

infeasibility [DLMM11].

Inference [BA85, Ch95, Pau92b, KW10, MM10].

Inferencing [Bib85].

Infinite [BBB92, Bir98, CP00, Geb02, IZ96, OKK98, PV02, CX09, DF08, DFO13, DW18, Koh08].

infinitesimal [LR98].

infinity [AGS16, BW05, Bod04].

influence [GP12].

Information [Mee94, BD87].

INGRID [DBG89].

Inheritance [DT95, SAK89].

Inhomogeneous [BF91, CR11, Ede13].

Initial [BM88, HRdWY22, CS05c, HH04, Lem03].

initials [FGLH+23].

injective [HM05].

Injectivity [LS94].

Injectors [Häf01].

inseparability [LM01, Ste05].

insertion [Vat12].

Instability [EC87].

Installation [GM88].

Instantiation [DB89].

Instanton [GS05].

Insurance [AST96].

Integer [CGG89, DSV01, GS02, HM97, KJ96, Liüb02, Pel97, Web96, BLS23, BP11, BSW21b, Bus09, GHLZ22, Har12b, HvD18, MRH23, Rup04, Wan06].

Integers [Col02, Gem94, Jeb95, Rol86, BV03, BFO17, DF05, FL04, Jam11, JMV18, KY15, Nag11].

Integrability [Adl16, AMW12, AMDW16, GLLdR21].

Integrable [FM02, GZ90, Zha93, BJM17, GSS85, LW12].

Integral [AF00, AML19, AZ90, Hal01, Miš87, Vas00, YNT94, van94, Ahn08, AGT13, BKSS12, BDLP22, CK90, FD18, IvH17, Mar19a, Mau87, Raa12, Sta18, de98].

Integrality [DFdG15, Sto03].

Integrals [AB89, Car99, Köh85, Bar07, G21, KS19, KKM15, MCJ21, Oak13, Piq91].

Integrating [Ano01d, AJ01, CTR99].

Integration [Bad06, Bro90a, CS05a, Car99, Che85, Czi95, DTVG01, Jef97, KS19, Kno92, Kno93, KF01, LR90, LS02, Mul97, Teo02, Wan94a, Wol00a, BB11, BLL+16, Bro07, GGAVRC13, MSY21, Qi23, Wol03].

Integro [BC21a, RS19].

Integro-differential [BC21a, RS19].

Interaction [BC01, Sch94].

Interactive [AGMT98, CC01, FT97, HL98, ST89b].

Interface [Sch96, HPRS11, YW87].

Interfaces [BT98, KM98, KS98, Sch94, LLTPT+11].

intermediate [KN11].

internal [SP10].

interpolants [Far19].

Interpolating [Zip90].

Interpolation [GV96, MR02, MF96, Roh97, AGR16, BH21, BH23, Cox21a, DKS15, GLS19, HG20, Hua23, JNSV17, KS03, RS20, RSS10, S018].

Interpretation [AB01, BB93b, GSA+12, Zan94].

interpretations [ZWM15].

Interpreter [Hag89b].

intersect [BFMS87].

Intersecting [Gla88b].

intersection [BA13].

AH13, BE13, BMSG07, BE17, BM04, DEPS11, DLLP08a, DLLP08b, DLLP08c, FGVN06, JWC+16, Rod15, Sop13].

Intersections [GSS90, Lo98a, MT01, ABC22, BGM15, DLLP08c, FS16, Sta16].

Interval [CJ02, Mer01, PC98, PR22, Sek09].

IntHaar [GK21].

intractable [HYH04].

intransitive [Els12].

Introduce [Bos97].
introducing [Rei06]. Introduction

[BFK02, CFG+86, GIK10, MNJ94, Poh87b, Ren92a, GK12a]. Intuitionistic

[CH85, CH86, Pau86]. Invariance [AT08].

Invariant

[Cra91, DHS98, DBG89, GG99, Göb95, Hub91, Hul99, JML+13, Kem96, Mor91, SW91b, Whi91b, Wor94, BM88, BDE+16, Cla21, DSW09, DL06, FLE+23, FF17, Fre13, GS22, HJS22, Hdc13, Kem16, Kin13, KZ10, LN21, Mer10, MAN+10, MV15, PY05, QHL+13, van93, vzGGZ21].

Invariant-based [KZ10]. Invariants

[BCE+01, CP93, Cre01, Els12, LR23, MS00a, SW02, Ald23, AR06, APS12, Bay03, Bed07, BGLGM17, BR22, BP10a, BP10b, CG23, DZY22, DL88, DNS21, Els15, Els17, FGT15, Göb98, GDRV21, HLO23, HK07, Hub9a, KW10, Kem09, MS03a, RCK07].

Inverse

[DR00, Dic92, JKP98, SS99, Tay02, FFP98, HOP06, Lee08, Pom11, WyW93].

Inverses

[Sal94]. Inversion

[AGRZ99, Kri85, von90c, KMY24, LSSW12].

Investigating [AG91, BENW06].

investigation [Bur03]. involution [BR13a].

Involutive

[Ape95, Ape98, GHMA13, HSS02, AH05, CMR15, EW07, HOS23, RZ09, WZ12].

Involving

[BFHT85, Kö85, Zip85, Bil11, CJP22].

IPIA [KT94]. Irrationality [Bee01].

Irreducibility

[Kal85, Kal87, KS21, Mon92, Kal90].

Irreducible

[FGT05, GR02, Let01, Pre06, Sho94, Uhm94, GR12, GPMS20, GU21, LMP19, MP89, PS89, Ruch92].

Irregular [BCE+01].

Isochronicity [HR12].

Isoclinism [OU16]. isogeny [FG08].

Isogroups [CDF92]. Isolated

[GLW99, Mou98, FGT15, LZ12, MMS23, NT21, Qur17]. Isolating

[CLX+24, XY92, MS11b, Moe05]. isolation [BS17a, BSSY18, BK12b, Bir16, CGY09, CGG12, CJ15, CWZ23, Col16, Col17, EMT21, HXL18, MSW15, Str12, ST19].

isomers [LMM05]. Isometries [PS97b].

isometry [ACS13]. Isomorphic [LT89].

Isomorphic [BP00, LSY07, MS09].

Isomorphism [BL85, Der13, O’B93, O’B94, CH03, GTLN16, MP14].

Isomorphisms [BDE+16, BKK15, CMR17, DKM23, DM15, ES13, GSSST10, HHH+23, JMR04, Ker17, KASW05, MML18, NSW16, SS18, Tra07b, Yok17].

issues [Kad13].

Iterated

[For02, LM09, McC99, dC10]. iteration [BSSY18].

Iterations [Cap90, Hen90].

Iterative [Kri85, Izui06, MMS23, YYZ12].

Itself [Dav88]. Iwahori [NPP17]. IZIC [FKM95].

J [AP04, AK06, AP17, CS09, DHM11, FS13, Fer06a, HZ15, HJM94, HIl05b, HId16, HP08, KT94, KL90, MHD11, Nor95b, RS11b, Sag89]. J. [Kal90, KMR18].

Jacobi [BKSV20, ES98, Hon04, Sha09b, Ye17, Ye18].

Jacobian [DS16, FS16, FFP98, GR22, H94].

Jacobians [HSW16, Sh01].


Jeffrey [Sze17]. jet [CS122].

Joachim [GP12]. joinable [AHL03]. jointly [SM18].

joints [KP91]. Jordan [Orl22].

Jounal [Ano01b, Ano02c]. JSC

[BT22, Buc92, DKM23, MMO18, PZ92].

[ABB+19, BR06b, CS21, Drt06, HR17, RT17].
Limit
[LP90, AAKM21, BPD19, HY23b, SH17b].
Limited
[RV03, Fas10].
Limits
[CMV13, AFMS23, ZX20], line
[AGR16, Ave09, BDS+18, BE17, FKM10, HG20, JS07, JS18, LSY07, Lun16].
Linear
[AR13, AC01, BF99a, Bar99, BO99, BBF17, Bro92, Bro00, BEM97, CK99, CF89, Cla21, CSTU02, DHK+95, Die92, DV00, ER95, FT95, Fre04, Grö95, Hal01, Her94, Lun16, MC02, Mus04, Ous91, Pan01, Sed02, SJ06, Vor99, ACMB19, Alc08b, ÂL06, BR13c, CJI13, EK21, GNP12, HH07, HM05, JR06, NT17, Nak09, NN10, PP17, PT14, ST20, Sor22, Str16, TN09, YY11, eCR17].
Localization
[CM97, Lou08, OTW00, SY96, BDLP22].
localizations
[HL21a, HL21b], locally
[BS24].
Locate
[KK00, AS07, Alc12, AL06, DJ96, EMS00, Grö95, Hal01, Her94, Lun16, MC02, Mus04, Ous91, Pan01, Sed02, SJ06, Vor99, ACMB19, Alc08b, ÂL06, BR13c, CJI13, EK21, GNP12, HH07, HM05, JR06, NT17, Nak09, NN10, PP17, PT14, ST20, Sor22, Str16, TN09, YY11, eCR17].
Linearizability
[LL94, Ura24].
LLL
[PP87a, Ura24].
LLL-Reduction
[PP87a].
Local
[AK00, AS07, Alc12, AL10, BO10, DJ96, EMS00, Grö95, Hal01, Her94, Lun16, MC02, Mus04, Ous91, Pan01, Sed02, SJ06, Vor99, ACMB19, Alc08b, ÂL06, BR13c, CJI13, EK21, GNP12, HH07, HM05, JR06, NT17, Nak09, NN10, PP17, PT14, ST20, Sor22, Str16, TN09, YY11, eCR17].
Log-concavity
[hHL21].
Log-linear
[PP87a].
Log-linearization
[PP87a].
Log-space
[DK16].
Long
[Jeb95, BP23, HZ04, HZ15].
Looking
[Li10].
Loop
[CP93, QHL+13, GGL06, MAN+10].
lubrication
[CJ90].
Lyapunov
[Grö93, Pau92a].
Lyubeznik
[Sei02].

Mechanical [AM88b, CP93, DJS18, Hol85, KW10, PH87, Wan91, DJ15]. Mechanics [CJMP97, Cra91, Bar13]

Mechanical [AM88b, CP93, DJS18, Hol85, KW10, PH87, Wan91, DJ15]. Mechanics [CJMP97, Cra91, Bar13]

Mechanical [AM88b, CP93, DJS18, Hol85, KW10, PH87, Wan91, DJ15]. Mechanics [CJMP97, Cra91, Bar13]

Mechanical [AM88b, CP93, DJS18, Hol85, KW10, PH87, Wan91, DJ15]. Mechanics [CJMP97, Cra91, Bar13]

Mechanical [AM88b, CP93, DJS18, Hol85, KW10, PH87, Wan91, DJ15]. Mechanics [CJMP97, Cra91, Bar13]
moduli [BBV15, Gen22, HJ15, Lou21, Qi23].
modulo [AB22, BCvdHS11, Con93, Dah22, DMS21, Mar96a]. modulus [PNM13].
modulus [PNM13].
Moh [MSS21]. molecular [Bar07]. Molecules [OT87, LMM05].
Moment [LLM+13, BBCM13, HI08]. Moments [PSZ91, KMM22].
Monad [HCB96]. monodromy [DS18b, GGG06, K"on17, dCR17]. Monogenic [BCRS89].
monoid [BLT22, OS04b]. monoidal [BDM+16]. Monoids [MO88, OKK98, Wal02a, Wal02b, GGMAMF19, GMP13, MO85, Mos08, Sch17a].
Monomial [ASS13, EMS00, HKL99, La 17, LS00a, MSY00, Mus00, P"us02, BT09, BD15, BGM06, BGMSG07, BGLGM17, Bro12, Cer18, Cer21, CM21, D05, DDL+23, Gas21, HQS19, KK17, NNPZN19, Pis04, Pre06, Rob09, Rou09, dC10, SSS23, Shi04, TV18].
monomials [ATY08, NWW21, Qi23].
monotone [BP23]. monotonic [ET96].
Morris [CVY17, KKK17]. Morse [CG92]. Moser [BP99a]. Moser-BP09a. Most [BE99b, PV02, DEP22, GR12]. Motion [PS18a, VV97, DW07, KLR93, LSS19].
multi-branch-point [Bkw20].
multi-computational [TzZ21].
multi-paradigm [AHH+05]. Multi-parameter [Mal00]. multi-Schur [LP03]. multi-state [dCw09].
Multi-Threaded [BGK96]. multi-univariate [CKM90]. Multi-Valued [CRAB91]. Multibasic [BP99b].
Multidimensional [GV97, Avbhp11, Akl17, BBF17, Uy15].
multigraded [IK13]. multigrid [PT14].
Multihomogeneous [DE03, EM12, JS07].
Multilinear [EMT19, WhI91a, CGX+21].
multinomials [MO21]. MultiInt [Tef02].
multiojective [BP1]. multipersistence [GRV21].
Multiple [BBV15, BLS17, DW07, LO96, Mag89, Pet00, San96, Sod96, Tef02, BLV16, BDE+21, CM09, Gon17, JMV18, Lic21, PH11, Rie03, Ssp22, Xw20].
Multiple-Strategy [Sod96].
Multiplication [CM96, CW90, Pan94, Pon91, Van02, BCvdHS11, CE19, DNS21, Har09, HvdH18, HYG24, LS16a, NpP17, Roc11, vdH07d, vdHL13]. multiplications [CH17]. Multiplicative [Gre00a, SS96b, HL18, Zhe21].
Multiplicities [Bre86, GLlz23, Ps09, St20]. multiplicity [Cox19, Hms17, Ht90, Ht91, Lz12].
Multipurpose [PW94]. multiscale [BGL14].
multisequences [KZ08].
Multiseries [SS99]. multistable [HTX15].
multisymmetric [GRV16]. Multivariable [Fit97, UysA89, Lev07b]. Multivariate
[Wh02, BEZ23, Cla91, Cza89, DES07, GRS02, Hon98a, Mt01, Mf96, Pan94, SS92, Vir93, Av11, AG13, AGR16, A1R12, BES13,
MKF93, PRR18. **Operators** [Ano01e, CSTU02, Dun99, Gri90, ŌS94, Pau86, Pro00, SML91, Van02, van97a, van97b, Ald23, BR13c, CS96, CHKL22, Che18, Dra03, GHL16, GOT05, GSZ13, Ros05, SS03a, Tra06, Wan94b].

**Optics** [NSW85].

**Optimal** [CE85, Kem99, KM99, KM01, Laz88, Pan02, SW97a, Tab11, BS17a, BSSY18, BFPT21, BK12b, DLLP08a, DLLP08b, DLLP08c, EH16, PT16, Pap23].

**Optimality** [Boy92].

**Optimization** [Wei97, BPH07, BM16b, DIdW18, DGLM +24, GSA +12, GGEZ12, HJX16, KLYZ12, Loj13, MW23].

**Optimized** [SPZ10, KT94].

**optimized-IPIA** [KT94].

**Oracles** [CO01, EFG16, JZ04].

**orbifolds** [Qur17, Tra06].

**Orbit** [AB89, Eic02].

**Orbit-stabilizer** [Eic02].

**Orbits** [Hel00, Hel96, HY23a, JT03, dG11].

**Order** [BZ03, BE99b, CH85, HS95, Dom92, Fit97, HS95, Heu98, HKK98, Hsi87, Kov86, Lug95, Man93a, MGS98, NNN98, Pau85, QW96, Ren92a, Ren92b, RZAG99, RP89, SV92, Sim90a, SV93a, Smo98, Sof96, Tre92, Ulm94, VRU99, Vid99, Wer98, Adl16, Ald23, AC04, Ano00b, Arr16, AB01, BEE11, BE13, BELP13, CP00, CFS22, CTR99, CK12a, DS18b, Dra03, FM07, FP04, FG06, FW01a, FHR99, GS89, GOP18, HYH04, IvH17, LL16, MW23, Mil93, MV15, NV07, Nak16, NSW85, NW10, NNvDP15, OS92, PSS12, Ren92e, ST89a, SSS05, Sla07, SG89, Sto03, SD05, Stm03, VGMW18, WK19, WK20, Wur93, ZL12, vdP15].

**Order-Sorted** [Dom92, HS95, HKK98, Smo98, Wer98].

**Ordered** [Cow92, DS97, CRM19, Pel03b].

**Ordering** [BP85, MS00a, NR95, Rus87, BLM10, CMR15, CS09, Hre06, Smi05, FGLM93].

**Orderings** [HKL99, Les92, Lev07b, LXZZ23, LLW03].

** orderly** [Lem03].

**Orders** [For87a, PZ96, Smi02, Bor22, BGG13, DEP22, MZ05, Sut12, Sut13, Sut16, Tra07a].

**ordinal** [ZWM15].

**Ordinary** [Bro92, Bro00, Gri90, Sch85, AB09, Abr17b, ARPS21, BD12, DP09, FGH08, GLY09, LGM21, MO21, Mil93, Nak16, RR08, ZG09].

**Ore** [BCL06, CSDK16, GTLN16, GTLN19, HL21a, HL21b, Jar13, LZS11, LS12].

**orientable** [FGPT03].

**Orientational** [PSZ91].

**Oriented** [KKL92, Lyn97, PS89, SLK11].

**Origami** [IT10, IKGT11, IGT15].

**Origin** [vKT93].

**Orthogonal** [Ano99c, FHR99, KM91, RT89, RT98, Sch99, DES07, FKS12, GS93, Wan23].

**orthostochastic** [Dey21].

**oscillations** [LLL13].

**Oscillatory** [San96].

**osculants** [Bry21].

**O'Sullivan** [MRG13].

**other** [FS23, LGS90].

**Output** [CL07, MPT20, MZ05].

**Output-sensitive** [CL07].

**Oval** [Key01].

**over-determined** [Sza08].

**overdetermined** [AHS18, KT08].

**Overview** [Wan96, BD16].

**P** [HZ19, Lan10].

**P-recursive** [HZ19].

**Package** [AST96, BG01, CH91a, MC97, NP95, Pro00, Sch96, St95, Tef02, Ve97, AU21, GK21, Kau06, ODRO9, Ric92b, Ric03, Si04, GHL*00].

**packages** [Kra95].

**PACLIB** [HNS95].

**Padé** [CK90, FF92, LOOR*03, RS21b].

**Pages** [Ano23a, Ano23b, Ano23d, Ano23j, Ano23k].

**Pair** [BD88, MCJ21, Sto99].

**Pair/Completion** [Buc87].

**pairing** [LLL08, LR15].

**Pairs** [Bec93, GAO02, BM16a, BLM22, BKH21, CRK04, DW21].

**Pairwise** [MM00].

**papers** [Kap06].

**Para** [Sch96].

**Para-Functional** [Sch96].

**Parabolic** [Hel00, KT08].

**paradigm** [AHH*05].

**Parallel** [AT96, BA85, BDL+13, CM96, CM17b, CG02, DD90, Hon96, Ka85, Lim93, MM04a, MF96, MG88, PS95c, Poon91].
[GKLM91]. Philippe [SSS+11]. Phylogenetic [AR06, CFSGL21]. phylogenetics [HS21b, AR06, CFSGL21]. Piecewise [Von98, Sek11]. Pisot [VV18]. place [AGS16, Cox22]. placement [Pal13]. plain [BLV16]. Plan [Rob97]. Planar [LP02, Mul90, CVY17, GMS09, NW11, PS18a]. Plane [BE02, GSST98, Ric92a, Sen02, Alc08a, BD15, BG18, BE17, BBN18, BS21, CGL07, CWL08, CP10, DS18b, ELS15, FFP98, GGG06, Har13, HH09, HH13, HMXD07, KH23, MP89, Mic13, MHXDO9, NS90, PD07, PV13, SS92, Zen06]. planes [LC16]. Planning [LBM98, DW07, KS04, PS18a]. Plans [HLS01b, HLS01a]. Plates [Eis90, Roq13]. Player [BCGR92]. Plus [WS09]. Pochhammer [GKLsL03]. Pohlig [Tes99]. Pohlig-Hellman [Tes99]. Poincaré [CIL07]. Point [BdS01, CE85, CS90, Cu97, EPW90, MV15, Vi99, WA24, BKW20, BPD19, DHTY04, EGS23, GS12, Hub09b, Mrg13, Mrg17, MV10, Ros05]. pointer [LQZ+10]. Points [ABKR00, AH01, AS01, CG200, Hi98, MO95, SF90, AFT08, AB09, AHW05, ACM19, AAKM21, BE17, CWL08, CS05c, Fas10, FLE+23, GP20, HH23, KH23, SM19, SS24, Sep22, dCR17]. Poisson [AS97, DDD0, SJ01]. Polarimetry [BG01]. pole [DS18b, Pal13]. poles [GLLZ23]. policies [LMA11]. Polly [CCT11]. poly [HLXL18]. poly-powers [HLXL18]. Pólya [CPR09, CPR11]. Polynomial [GP24]. Polynome [MZZ87]. Polynomial [AP10, ACOR00, AM88a, AM99, Bah01, BZ85, Bea92, BTW93, BF22, Boy93a, Boy93b, CMP87, CGG89, Chi96, CM97, Col01, CSTU02, CKS99, Ded97, Dic92, FGT02, GLW99, GH02, Gie98, GGGdC23, GV88, HLN+21, HMZ21, HS97, Kahl98, Klia99, Kli00, KL98, KL99, Kri85, LM89, LS00a, Ley01, MM16, McC97, Mig92, MG94a, Mi16, MT01, MF96, Pan89, Pan94, Pan96, Pet92, Pri96, RS93, Rob04, Roj99, Sad17, SML91, SS92, Sant93, Sch06, Sch85, Sed02, SL82, SY86, SV21, Sho95, Str00, Tun02, UC98, Ver00, Vi95, Wan93, Wan96, Wan98, Wan99, YNT94, Zha96, AB09, AB22, AHS18, AC19, AKHY09, AGR16, Ave09, BV03, BC24a, BNN17, BMS17, BS24, BLV06, BCG10, Bi15, BP11, BPH07, BC22, BU09, BV21, Bry21]. polynomial [BM16b, Buc06a, BR06b, BK16, CES23, CJPP22, CM19, CM2, CL20, CLX24, CL07, CGG12, CJ15, CG06, CK03, CK04a, CG90, DdW18, DHS22, EL23, ES18, EYZ21, EMT20, EMT21, FGS09a, FGS09b, FS10, FS13, FG06, FGT05, FD18, GLY09, GVV09, GLdR19, GTZ88, Gb98, GPGO16, GTH09, Guo20, GP20, GP02, HR12, HJS16, Har09, HSS18, HSP21, H21a, HL17, HOP06, HKPP09, HR19, HJS13, HV16, HM21, HcL21, Hua23, HY24, Hub19, IK21, Jam11, Jar13, JLR03, JP10, JPP23, KLYZ12, KRR8, KSW13a, KW88, LL13, LR07, LE22, Lc07, Li04, LMRS11, LJ09, LMXZ23, LMX3, LNP+21, MM04a, MR17, MR13, MW12, MS11b, MS21, MPT20, Mtn03, MP11b, MT20, MW10, MD24, MP09, MTV21, MS03c, M23, Nag11, NP20, NY04, Oak13, PT16, PZ21]. Polynome [Qj06, RZ09, Roc11, RCK07, Sek11, SLX+13, SV14, SH17b, The06, TBS17, TU05, Tmn09, WWW23, WW11, WZ12, XLY15, XWL23, YZ12, Zhe21, vdHL13, vzGMS10, Laz09]. Polynomial-division-based [BF22].
Polynomial-Time
[Chi96, YNT94, AM88a, HLN+21, MM16].

polynomial-transcendental [MW12].

Polynomials
[Ano99c, BS90a, Baj86, Bea92, BL98a, BL98b, BCRS89, Can90, CE19, Cla91, CE96, CR90, DE02, DTGV01, DTGV02, Enc95, For02, FHR99, Gao01, GK00, Göb95, Hon98a, HLN21, MM16, positive-dimensional [MWZ16].

Positive/Negative [WG94].
Positive/Negative-Conditional [WG94].
positively [EKP22, GS22].
Positive/Negative-Conditional [WG94].
positivity [GRW16, Lun16].
possible [BP98].

Power [Ave86, Bec90, Bec93, BCGR92, CK90, Kal02, Koe92, Ous91, Sue98, van97b, ABK15, Ber98a, BIS16, GKL04, Hir89, LS16a, MRW17, MJK17, NNN98, Sht14, SK12, vdH07c].

Powering [Pon91].
Powers [Gas21, Köl85, Ryb01, DDL23, GMKP21, GR11, HLXL18].

Power-trigonometric [MJK17].

Potential [Kid02, HBN95].

Power [Ave86, Bec90, Bec93, BCRS89, Can90, CE19, Cla91, CE96, CR90, DE02, DTGV01, DTGV02, Enc95, For02, FHR99, Gao01, GK00, Göb95, Hon98a, HLN21, MM16, positive-dimensional [MWZ16].

Positive/Negative [WG94].

Polynomials
[Ano99c, BS90a, Baj86, Bea92, BL98a, BL98b, BCRS89, Can90, CE19, Cla91, CE96, CR90, DE02, DTGV01, DTGV02, Enc95, For02, FHR99, Gao01, GK00, Göb95, Hon98a, HLN21, MM16, positive-dimensional [MWZ16].

Positive/Negative [WG94].

Polynomials
[Ano99c, BS90a, Baj86, Bea92, BL98a, BL98b, BCRS89, Can90, CE19, Cla91, CE96, CR90, DE02, DTGV01, DTGV02, Enc95, For02, FHR99, Gao01, GK00, Göb95, Hon98a, HLN21, MM16, positive-dimensional [MWZ16].

Positive/Negative [WG94].
Prime-power [NNN98].

Primes [BR87, BCE+01, GRa93, DIP16, DEP22, Jam11].

Principal [AHLM99, BCE+01, Gra93, DIP16, DEP22, Jam11].

Primitive [BL96, GUE18, MAL87, YNT89, ANG15, HY21, MAR19A, NY04, SUT15, Wan18].

Principal [AHLM99, BW87, HLM95, PAN89, EHR91, KOZ23].

Priori [BEA92].

Priority [Lav91].

PRIZ [MT88].

Probabilistic [BLV16, HJS16, HJS22, SED02, RT17].

Probabilities [Mor13].

Probability [BP07, CM09, DG20, FW14].

Problem [BL93, BL85, DER13, DR00, EH21, KFK97, KP99, MSK93, OZ94, PH97, PZ96, PY94, PRI96, RDU03, STA89, TAK92, TAY02, WID01, WR88, YAP91, YAP91, YAP91, YAP91, YAP91].

Problems [AGRZ99, BKN87, CE85, CS89, CL89, ER95, EIC02, FER96, HK95, HLS01A, KAL90, KCR91, LER92A, MER92, MIC90, MIA92, OT87, SAN96, SOR96, SME87, STU99, TA97, VE00, WE88, WE90, ZHA90, ZBH96, BR06A, BR12, BUS09, CLA22, CON93, DLM11, DGLM1, FIT85, FNU16, HJX16, HYH04, KAP86, LWX23, MM16, MW12, PY95, PY98, PIC03, QGSB19, RW90, ROS05, RRO8, RRO8, YAH23].

Procedure [BUC87, CLW95, FRI89, GAN91, KMN88, MAN93A, PAN92B, SIM91, BON04, GMF13, YE17].

Procedures [ARS02, BS96, SV92, SSO3A, VB03].

Proceedings [BOS01].

Process [DHH95].

Processes [DS96].

Processing [DD90, KL98B, SOD96, FMRO4, JMPR04, PAR04].

Processor [CM93].

Processors [ASJ97].

Produced [CK04A].

Producing [KN11].

Product [HRE94, MIG92, BM2T21, CJ22, FMR04, GGD23, HZ04, HZ15, HAR12B, BLG12].

Products [BAC94A, BEA92, SHP14, BRNRW22, CHA14, DK16, FW15, FNU16, OS24, PV05, PII91, RS16].

Profile [DPS17, JPS13].

Profiles [DKLP21].

Program [AB00A, FD93, FLOR00, MAG89, ZDO2, BSC12, JGF09, ST89A, VISO5].

Programmatic [BHKG21].

Programming [AM89, AV96, ANT10, BFK02, BB93A, BIE85, BS87, FRI96, FH86, GIB87, LC96, LO96, LYN97, SGJ96, SGH96, ANT05, TID18, GKMW21, GKS12, GMW23, GL05, LR23, MW23, MT88, SA89, TM89].

Programs [BB93B, BR93, HCB96, LHD96, NIE94B, PMW93, SCH91, SCH93, SOD96, TAK91, TRA89, YI94, DB89, AGS88, AGR16, BP11, HNE21, HG20, JS07, JS18, LCQ10, MMW11, NAL18, SJ12, WANG6, XZ10, SD05].

Progress [BB11].

Progression [GJT13].

Progressions [CW90, BPZ06, SMO21].

Projection [AUR87, BRO01A, MCC88, WER12, CKM09, HJX16, KUN18, MH16, MOR11].

Projections [ASS94, BGI18, JTW18, STR16].

Projective [BE02, CH200, CON90B, DV00, GHL100, HJ18, STA91, WHI91B, ALU03, BO04, BMN11, BGM06, BGL17, BCF19, BRA24, DH16, ENG10, FGT15, GV03, HAR17, HEL16, JWC16, JV09, LW03A, LW03B, SSO3A, STU17, WIB07, GHL100].

Projectively [SW91B].

Projectors [HFO1].

Prompter [IZU16].

Prony [SUA18].

Proof [BC01, CK19, DUB93, GOLO1, JLR91, LB98, MAO21, MAR19B, ZHA90, BEC03, BUT88, CL20, COL15, DHK207, FU17, GKM21, GG92, GΚ8, IKGT11, KS12C, LW03A, LW03B, SSO3A, STU17, WIB07, GHL100].

Proofs [AP93, BON96, CH95, CO01, DT23, FUC00B, GAO02, TAK91, TRE92, BEL03, HLN1, KKK16, LEY04, MU04].

Propagating [GAI16].

Proper [SCH00, BJHT22, KY15].

Properness [MOR11].

Properties
null
Radicals [FGT02, H¨of01, Kal94, Zip85, EYZ21, Gir21, Har13, JFMRS12, Ryb03]. radii [BR10].

Radu [Smo21]. RAM [PH87]. Ramanujan [Gar95, Hem18, MSZ09, Rad15, Sil04].

ramification [Abr17b]. Ramified [Bru01, HM02a]. Ramis [AMDW16].

Random [BS90a, Car15, CF94, CR90, DPS16, Mul01, AP22]. Randomized [KT02].


reactive [SJ12]. Real [Arn88a, AM88a, ARE02, CR88, DH88, EH16, FB93, GVC99, HNE16, Mee94, RS97, Ris88, RS90, Sch00, Str12, Tra98, X0Y2, Yan99, AM09, AS05, AABdG21, AAKM21, ADCC21, BELT21, BS17a, BHM+23, BE17, BJT22, BMS20, BS21, BVE21, BK12b, CMV13, CCG06, CLX+24, CGY09, CJL13, CJ15, CWZ23, Col15, Col16, Col17, DH07, DFdG13, DdG21, EYZ21, El 08, EGS23, EPY98, FGPT03, FG04, FG05, FG15, Gal13a, GP20, KPT15, KSD16, LLM+13, MWZ16, MS15, MS17, Mic13, PT16, PES24, Qi05, Ren17, Ro03, RSV09, SM16, Sek09, Sor22, ST19, VK21, WS23, Zen06]. real-root [BK12b]. RealAlgebraic [BX97].

realizability [GMW23]. Realization [KM00b, Led00a, Ous91]. Realizations [Nor95d]. Realized [Die92, Ve97]. Reals [Ren92a, Ren92b, Ren92c, DET09, LE22].

reason [Kap86]. Reasoning [ACGR01, CCM95, ET96, FGT95, FOT00, KRV19, LS02, BKR19, CS05a]. Recitations [Ze95]. recognisable [GIE88]. Recognising [Aur87]. Recognition [BP00, CC91, Tak92, Bro03]. Recognize [Ric97]. Recognizing [DFO13, LSY07, VL16].


Rectangular [Chi01, GZ95, EM98]. Rectifying [Jef97]. Rectilinear [G¨un90].

Recurrence [CM93, Tak95, BF22]. Recurrences [Nor99, Pet92, Fox18, JPP23, MZ05].

recurrant [Fox18, Mtn03]. Recurring [Sak88]. Recursion [Ful90, Pau86].

Recursive [HOS23, NP95, Russ87, BBF17, HZ19, hHL21, MS10]. Recursively [MG88, Tor93]. REDUCE
[Sag89, BBB92, Fit85, LP90, Ng89, Nor95a, RT89, Sag88, SV92, dos89].

**REDUCE-Procedures** [SV92]. Reduced [FD14, GS98, Kon95, KM99, KM01, Lev00, Sny93, AMW12, EP10, MP04].

**Reducibility** [McC97, NOF10]. Reducibility [FD14, GS98, Kon95, KM99, KM01, Lev00, Sny93, AMW12, EP10, MP04].

**Reducibility** [McC97, NOF10]. Reduced [FD14, GS98, Kon95, KM99, KM01, Lev00, Sny93, AMW12, EP10, MP04].

Reduction [CvHKK18, Che18, DCC95, GL05, GHC92, Kid02, Nau98, OS04b, Poh87a, RS93, Sti87, Tak89, Wol02, AAFR90, BP09a, BELP13, BSW21a, BCL06, Bon05, CQ12, Con93, DJO11, DFS11, HP91, HMZ21, JKKK20, LWW24, LY05, LWXZ23, MS03c, PR12, RZ09, Rei06, TV18, WZ23, WZ12, OK08].

Reduction-based [CvHKK18]. reductions [AB22, AH05, CMR19, ST20]. reductive [DH07].

Redundancy [BL00, Pic00, Tak91]. Redundancy-elimination [BL00].

Redundancy-free [Tak91]. redundant [KN11]. Reed [BB10, Key01, LO08]. Rees [BD15]. Refined [EMSS16, BSW21a, Sch08].

**Refinement** [Her94, PT16]. refinements [Mag17]. refiners [JPW19, JWW23].

**Reflection** [DR23a, KS18]. Reflexive [MAN10, Lev21].

Refutational [Pau92b, Wal02a, Wal02b]. Refutations [CZ92, MOP15]. region [BG13]. Regions [Fit89, GMF13, Gon17]. regressions [Drt06].

**Regular** [AF88, Bac04b, BP99a, HY23a, MN02, MM04b, NS90, Nip91, Wan00, Yel87, vhD01, Aic08b, BCE11, Bel03, BLM19, CM16, DW21, Joh15, KR22, Mon05, NWW21, Poz15, SH17b, Vat12, Wal05, Wei06].

**Regularity** [CCD09, AHS21, BMNB11, BGM06, Dmm09, HHO4]. regularization [STvR24]. regulatory [HTX15].

**Relation** [LT89]. Related [Hes02, Wal02a, Wal02b, CG23, Cla22, FMM07, Kau06, RW90]. relating [MGRR23, Smo21]. Relation [Din94, Soc91, ACFP12, Coo09, FK09, KLV10].

**Relation-algebraic** [FK09]. Relations [BdS01, Com98c, Fu190, LM90, Mor13, MR02, Sak88, Tak95, BE22, BF22, CI07, HR19, JML13, KZ08, Kos07, MAN10, OS04b, Rei06, Ye17, Ye18, Zhe21].

**Relationship** [KR89]. Relative [AV00, Bel04, Dör13, Els17, ZW08]. Relatively [BL98a, BL98b]. Relax [vdH02].


**Remarks** [DS00, Hen90, SS08b, LOOR13, LWX23].


**Representation** [CvH96, Dra05, Drä10, HPS97, KH23, Lip93, MC92, Mic88, Mic90, NY99, OS24, PPR13, SML11, BFG07, Bro03, BDM17, C05b, CGG12, CF09b, FL04, Kud22, LMM05, MCMMP14, Mor20, PS95d, XWL23].

**Representative** [DR91, CFTY97, Die92, DVO0, Drä01, DR86, FKT12, Kla93, Let01, Lin91a, LO99, PW00, Pic00, PS97a, Püs02, Sch90a, dGN02, AABg21, BG05, CHU19, DA05, Dey21, FGS09a, F98, Feo04, Kol08, Lab90, ME21, MM04b, Naw16, PV13, Pre06, Ryb90, BLPR15]. representatives [dG11].

**Representing** [KF01]. Research [Bos97, GP12]. Residuals [Höf01, Mur23].

**Residue** [MPS02, YNT92, ZSY93, Buc06a, FD18, Hul13, KKM15]. residues [Szi17].

residuosity [DF05]. resilient [PNM13].

**Resolution** [BF95, BL00, BS00, BS01, Gaã93b, GPP93, GP96a, Gaã02, OS92, PP91a, Rus91, Soc91, SS03a, AFdCS15, AHS21, DNVo3, Pel03a, Pel03b, Pet87, RV03, dNdR03]. Resolution-based [BF95, SS03a].

**Resolutions**
Resolvents [AV00, Ren04]. resource [RV03]. Respect [PZ96, RZAG99, Wan94a, BK16, Lev07b]. respectively [Kra95]. restricted [GGEZ12, Oll88, Vat06]. Respect [PZ96, RZAG99, Wan94a, BK16, Lev07b]. respectively [Kra95]. restricted [GGEZ12, Oll88, Vat06]. Restriction [CC07, Fri89]. Restrictions [SO89, BMQS06]. Result [Bea92, Boy92, Pau92b, Bur03, KS16]. Resultant [BU99, BK16, CZG02, DE02, EC95, EP02, Gaă02, HM02b, MC93, Min02, CK04b, DE03, EM12, FC04, IMP17, Khe03, LYG15, Min03, MKF93, Pal13, PDS08, Rue11, SJG13]. resultant-based [PDS08]. Resultants [BEM00, CK04a, D’A01, HS06, HKSS17, McC99, Min06, BFSS06, BG05, BMT21, Chi01, CK03, EK11, Hil05a, Hil05b, JS07, JS18, OK80, QZYC22, RS10, RS11b, TU005, YZ21]. Results [Lab95, Lug95, PP91b, AB92, PES24, Sch03b, TBS17]. Retention [Mil92b]. Retraction [AK06]. Retrieval [CE85]. retrieving [MCMMPR14]. Revealing [Gon17, JPS13]. Reverse [BT09, Sak21]. reversible [STOP16]. Review [Fat92]. Revised [BPT12, AP11b, AP17]. Revisited [NRS89, Pic98, Rsu87, Sch09a, Tor93, Bec09, GS89, HY23b, IKG11, Pom11, SG89]. Revisiting [CW03]. Revolution [CJ97]. Rewrite [Bir98, Com98a, Com98b, FJN93, Hsi87, Les92, CLS91, LA96, RV05]. rewrite-based [CL89]. Rewriting [Ave86, BP85, Boo87, BH00, Der87b, Dur94, Ges97, GA02, HKL99, HH94, Kah95, KKSd96, KM01, Lav91, Mar96a, Mar96b, Ohl95, OKK98, PY94, PP91b, Smo98, Sny93, Wer98, Wid01, You98, Zan95, Zha92, ABFS15, AR03, AB05, BGHW06, Bur03, Che18, Der87a, DS15, EW07, GL05, HK07, IT10, Kap87, NOF10, Wir90, Zan94]. Reynolds [ZGG23]. Reznick [ME21]. Rham [Wa100]. RIA [LLPT+11]. Riccati-based [BTG02, LS01]. Riccati-like [LS01]. Riemann [BCI13, Chn99, GSST98, He02, HI94]. Right [Gre00a, La 17]. rigid [BELT21, BR13c, HJA17, Hua99b, SPZ10]. rigidity [ST18]. Rigorous [MC93]. Ring [DHS98, MIl96, Pre00, Sne98, Zha90, Zha94, AP10, AC19, Ber98a, BFH17, Buc06a, DF05, DGS10, EG21, GRV17, Mou05, Qi23, Sch16, Sh88, TU005, van93]. ringed [FG16]. Rioboo [Mul97]. Riquier [WRI09]. Risch [Bro90]. roadmaps [PES24]. Roberts [NT21]. Robot [Al90, HS89, VGT90, KS04]. robotics [CE32]. Robust [BR15, DYA97, Sch93]. Roch [He02, HI94]. Rogers [MSZ09, Sil04]. Role [CC01]. roles [GDr13]. Root [CGG12, Col01, EMT21, Koi19, Pan02, BS17a, BSSY18, BK12b, Bur16, CJ15, CWZ23, Col15, Col16, Col17, EH16, GG92, HNE16, HH16, HHT18, HLXL18, L109, MSW15, PS09, Sch06, Str12, ST19]. Root-finding [Pan02]. Roots [BF91, BFHT85, For02, Mig92, Mig00, Mon98, MR02, Yan99, dM99, AS23, AKKY09, Ave09, BMS17, BF21, CLX+24, CGY09, Dtr06, FDS13, Gal13b, GR11, Hon04, KO17, MMS23, MS11b, Mut03, PT16, SM16, YYZ12, Zhe21]. Rosenberger [GJT13]. Rosenfeld [GKM08]. Rossi [ASS13]. rotation [CS16, FS10, FS12, FS13, FDS13]. rotation-minimizing
rotational [OT87]. Routines [WBM99].
row [BELP13, BCL06]. rows [LY05]. Roy [Lec19]. RRTools [Sil04]. Rubik [CKM10].
rule [CKK10, Vis05]. ruled [BEG09, CW03, Doh09, FGVN06, GLSV21, SPD14]. Rules [AB00a, Com98a, Lav91, Wan94a, dB89, Ber04, GgdR13]. Runge [FPT04, PC98, Sof94].
S [YW87]. SACLIB [HNS95].
SACLIB/PACLIB [HNS95]. safety [LCQ^+10, MM10]. SAGBI [AHLM99, BR22, Gat03, Gõh98, Nor02, TU005, BC24b, Kha14]. SAGBI-bases [Gat03].
Satisfaction [LC96]. Satisfiability [Fer96, DEG^+21, VB03]. Satisfied [FHR99]. Satisfies [JJ01]. Sato [Bai01, BO10, HLO22, Ley01, NOT18, UCJ04]. saturated [Pel03b]. saturation [DMY16].
Saturations [BR22]. Scalable [CG02].
Scene [Cra91]. Scheduling [DHH^+95, MG88, Tor93]. Schemas [BM00, FLR00, FLB00, Fuc00b].
Schemata [AB00a]. scheme [BLR13, CS22, DH16, JLW13]. Schemes [GV99, Miy01, AKR05, Ahu03, BCLR13, BCF19, Fer88, Guo20, KLZA12, MP04, Wib07].
Schinzel [SS90]. Schlosser [DT23].
Schmidt [Rei99]. Schmidt-Kolchin [Rei99]. Schreier [Sur16, DS12, DMW17, M095, Ros93, Sut13].
Schreier-Sims [MO95]. Schubert [CFS24, CM21, HS17b, HSS98, Koh92, Ve97, ZD02].
Schur [EG21, GK16, Koh92, LP03, Pic98, Sau93, Sta23, Ung19]. Schützenberger [GMP13]. Schwartz [Hel16].
SCSCP [LHK^+13]. SDP [LR23]. Search [CZ92, LT89, Rob88, UC98, BT09, Bec03, Bu05, BKH2G1, JPW19, MH06]. searches [MS09].
Searching [SO89]. Second [CTR99, Hen98, Hol85, Kov86, SY92, SU93a, SU93b, Ald23, Arr16, CJP22, HYH04, IvH17, LL16, MW23, Mil93, MV15, Nak16, Bos01].
Second-Order [SV92, CTR99, Arr16, HYH04, LL16, MW23, MV15, Nak16].
secrecy [BD04]. Sections [GO00, OKK98].
security [BGP09, KKK^+16, LMA11, Ran12]. security-aware [Ran12]. Seeley [GK94].
seemingly [Dr06]. Segre [Abo10, Har17, Hel16, HT23]. Segre-driven [HT23].
Self [BU14, HK10]. Self-dual [BU14, HK10]. Semantic [Wer98, vdH15].
Semantics [ABP96, Fis96, Har92, SAK89, AHH^+05].
Semi [BG05, CR88, KKK^+16, Liu19, Ren92a, Rup04, Sod96, XY02, Ald23, Bas06, BR10, CDM^+13b, CDM^+13a, HHS23, KBRV24, MS21, OS04a, WRI09].
Semi-Algebraic [CR88, Ren92a, XY02, Bas06, BR10, CDM^+13b, CDM^+13a, HHS23, KBRV24].
Semi-automated [KKK^+16, Liu19].
Semi-Automatic [Sod96].
semi-discretizations [WRI09].
Semi-implicit [BG05]. semi-invariants [Ald23].
Semi-numerical [Rup04, MS21].
semi-unification [OS04a]. Semi-algebraic [ADCZ21, Vor99]. semidefinite [AGS18a, GKM21, GX04, HNE21, MWZ16, Nal18].
Semigroup [Kon95, HM05]. Semigroups [CH91a, KM01, LM90, LPRR02, N089, ABMN10, EENMP19, GGMFVT13].
PCVT08]. semilattice [MJST22].

semilinear [DW07]. semirings
[HKSS17, KL19, KL21, OS04b]. Semisimple
[BR87, MM04b, OdR09]. semisymmetric
[KLZA12]. Seminification [DR92].
sensitive [CL07]. sentence [GTNL17].
sentence-ambient [GTNL17]. separability
[GTNL17]. separable [EG04, MM04b].
separated [AGR95]. Separating
[BLPR15, IdW15, Kem09]. Separation
[Col01, Dend97, EMT20, KT90a, HHT18,
Koi19, Sch06]. September [Ano23m].
Septic [Bru01]. Sequence
[Nor95d, She92, BY23, ES11, Kut07, SSS23, KLV10].

Sequences
[LR01, NP95, NG93, Nor95c, ABvHP11,
APZ20, BGLGM17, BBF17, BE22, CK90,
CELG04, CLM16, GRI2, HZ19, hHL21,
Jar13, JNP23, KZ08, KMY24, Ku06, MS10,
Mtn03, MGRR23, Nor95b, RRS06, VM14].

Sequent [CCM95]. Sequential
[Dur94, DGLM14]. Sequentiality [KM91].

Series
[ASJ97, Bec90, Bec93, CH97b, DD90,
FH94, Kal02, Koe92, LW01, Ons91, SJA01,
Sne98, Ze95, van97b, AU21, AB09, ABK15,
Apé01, BBV15, Ber98a, BM04, BS22b, BS15,
CK90, CI07, CFS22, CFRS23, CX09, JSC13,
Kra95, La 17, LPT20, LS16a, Liu19.
MRW17, MJK17, MdcW17, PR12, SK12,
WZ23, vdH07c, vdH113]. series-parallel
[BS22b]. Serre [CQ12, ES11, MGR23].
Server [FKM95]. service [BCR15].
services [BPT11, Ran12]. Set
[BCGR92, Bou97, GM07, Hu99, JWG10,
Ley01, LM94a, Mar96a, PH87, Pue89, Sak88,
Sny93, Str01, Vor99, BV03, EGS23, GLY09,
GVY09, GH12, HNE21, HLC21, Hub09a,
LFd19, Win06]. Set-theoretic
[GM07, JWG10]. Sets
[AM99, ALM99, BCGR92, CR88, EPW90,
HH94, KNZ91, OPP93, Ren92a, SG89,
ASS07, ADCZ21, Bas06, BR10, Bel03, BP23,
BCvdHS11, BLM10, Bur04, CKR04,
CDM13b, Fas10, GS89, GS22, Gol06,
HHS23, HRdWY22, HM90, HJS13, HL18,
Hub19, JMV23, JIW13, Kin13, KBRV24,
KW88, Leb15, LMS09, Nie03, Pel03b, PS13,
PES24, Sch03b]. Setting
[BTBQM00, LPS93]. Several
[Arn95, DTGV02, GVC99, CFRS23,
EGB12, Lev07b, Sau18]. Sextactic [SS24].
Sextic [Gal95, GP96a, KH23]. SFA [Pro00].

Shallow [Wir09]. Shanks [KT04]. shape
[AS07, Alc12]. shaped [BGG13]. Shapes
[ERSG05]. Shared [GK96b, Sch91]. sharing
[ZY22]. Sharp
[Bea92, BTW93, MZ05, BE17]. Sheaf
[Bae99]. Shift [SS94]. Shifted
[vzGM22, Shp14]. Shifting [Nie94]. shifts
[GKsL03]. Shirshov [BV06, Bok08, GSZ13,
LG21, Mad14, ZGZ23]. Shoda [BM16a].

Short [DHH14, CF91b, FU17, GMM17,
HZ04, HZ15, LW03a, LW03b]. Shortest
[Nor99, Rol90, VK16]. shuffle [BD17].
Sibirsky [JLR03]. sided [SS96b, TA87].

Sieve [VM14, PZ12]. sift [QZC22]. Sign
[AZ90]. signal [JMPR04, Par04]. Signature
[HV22, Ede13, EF17, ELME23, Md21,
MdCW17]. signature-based
[Ede13, EF17, ELME23, Md21]. Signatures
[DR33b]. Significant [Tri6]. silhouettes
[GLS21]. Similarity [AHM18, GTNL16].
Simó [AMDW16]. Simple
[BCE11, Bro01b, Gol01, HLM95, Pan94,
SW95, Wan98, WW94, APS12, BE13,
BLM22, BJT22, Eic10, LS16a, MS15,
Mar19a, Pfl07, RKc07, Wan04, XXZZ23].
simplest [YY03]. simplex [JP10].

Simplicial
[BT94, CFS07, BGM15, GDR05, RdC13].
Simplicity [Mic88]. Simplification
[DS97, GDR05, Sch03a, Zip85, ARST09,
BBK14, BE21, GR98, HS98, Sto11].
simplifications [Bro12]. simplified
[HJX16]. Simplifies [Chi8]. simplify
[Ebe19]. Simplifying [KR22, Kap87].
simply [aZGS05]. Sims [M095].
Simulation [MRS96, SS96a, Wei97, BCR15].
Simultaneous [CZ92, DFS11, GVGC99, GLLZ23, Ang24, BELP13, RS21b]. sine [GR98]. sine-cosine [GR98]. Singer [Man93a, MM97]. Single [Col04, EK11, GNP12, Bas06, BK15, EG15, FL11]. Single-factor [Col04, GNP12]. Single-lifting [EK11]. single-parametric [FL11]. Singular [LW98, SF90, Vid99, AHS18, BSW21a, Bas06, BK15, EG15, FL11]. Singularities [BG118, BS00, JH21, vdh01, BK15, BMS20, GOL7, CKLZ19, DS16, FGT15, FK04, GOS05, MS15, MS16, PD07, RSV09, Sha12, SJJG13]. Singularities [BS01, Cou22, MP98, NT21, WC12]. singularly-perturbed [BS01]. SIS [BD87]. Size [Wol02, DP24, JMV23]. skeletal [Nie03]. skeleton [EFG16]. skeletons [HC12]. Skew-Singular [Lwe98, HYG24, Koh92, LL13, BU09, BU14, CL17, Li10, NP20]. Skew-Polynomial [Gie98]. Skew-polynomial-sparse [HYG24]. Slice [Rut09]. sliding [GGM10]. Slope [Mil92b]. Smale [CVY17]. Small [BK13, Bru01, DW18, Dijn94, Gao93a, Led00a, MSKO93, Mi87, DFS11, EGB12, Gau09, HR20, HY23b, KY16, KT04, MS11a, MPS16, NY04, Roo13, vzGMS10, vzGMS10]. small-weight [MPS16]. Smallest [Boy93b, MG94a]. Smith [BLS23, DSV01, HH12, LLW24, LWX23, Vil95, WWW23, WY11]. Smooth [HHS23, Ahn08, AHS12, BJS04, DEPS11, EGS23, GP24, Gen22, GGEZ12, Lun16, PES24]. smoothness [BFK18]. SMPs [Wan96]. Smullyan [Sta89]. Socle [LW01]. Soluble [BB10, BDPR13, LO08]. Solvable [Con90b, Gla88a, Gla88b, GS90, Hfo01, Nie94a, Ple87, Sha01, CELG04]. Solution [BF91, CF89, CJ90, FGG+16, NS90, OT87, PV00, Sin91, Tra98, Wai00b, Zha96, ZWH11, AP08, EG15, Har13, HJS13, HTZ04, Lem03, LST03, LZ12, Pra13]. Solutions [AC01, BP99a, Bar99, Bro00, BEM97, CES85, Die92, FT95, Gaa93a, HH98, Hv95, KST93, Laz88, LS01, Man93a, Pet92, San96, Sin90, SU93b, Tun02, VRUW99, Vel00, XY02, YNT92, Zha95, dv96, van97b, AB09, ADBV11, ABR17b, ABPS21, AHS18, BGH+04, BCE11, BM17, BM19, BC24a, BS24, BS22a, BD12, BR06b, CFS22, CFS23, Cha14, Che23, CvH04, CS06, Cou18, DS86, FG06, FGH08, FSW10a, Fox18, GIM07, HL17, Heu06, IvH17, JPP23, Kal11, Mi83, MRV21, NW10, NW11, PDS03, Sau18, SvE14, SvE21, Tun09, Ulm03, VGH18, WK20, WZ12, vdh07c]. Solvability [AK00, Baj86, SSS02, Ng909]. Solvable [EW02, LM94a, PUs02, Sim90a, Bor22, CM04, DFdG15, HY23a, KRW90, Kem22, MM16, Poz15, XL13]. Solver [AK09, AK92, AGS18a, AP11a, AC04, AM99, ARE02, BGK86, CZ92, CG23, Com98b, Con93, Cza89, DCC95, DH00, Fit85, Fit97, Ga00, GGM10, Gem94, GV88, HES21, HS99, HJA97, KFK97, KFF88, Kov86, Kut07, Laz92b, LR07, LE22, Mas16, Maw98, Mil92b, MFT01, MR02, Na18, Pel97, PV02, RZ09, Roj99, RR08, Rost08, SME87, Sch92, Sit92, Sma96, SBB+89, Str00, Sz98, Wid01, BP11, BS21b, CM10, DET09, ES18, GH12, HJX16, HC21, Min98, MP09, MT12, MS04, Mul04, Ros05, RSS10, Lz909]. Some [AB92, AP93, Bec90, BP11, BGK86, BF11, Cha00, CR90, DSO0, DPS23, Eic10, FGP05, Hav91, Hen90, Key01, Lab95, LOOR+03, LLL19, LRW97, ML92, Meg90, Mic90, OT87,
[AGR16, HG20, JS07, JS18]. **Straightening** [MW91]. **Strands** [Bur01]. **Strassen** [CH17]. **Strassen-like** [CH17]. **Strategies** [LS98, Ant05, Bon05, GL05, LGS90, RV05, Vis05]. **Strategy** [AT96, BGK96, Sod96, RV03].

**Strategy-Accurate** [AT96]. **Stratification** [Alc16, LMP89, NN10, Ric99, Wal05]. **Stratified** [DNV03, YP91, NN10, Ric99, Wal05]. **Stratifications** [Wal03].

**Stream** [LT22, BGP09]. **Stream/block** [LT22].

**Strict** [BBV22, Str00, CCG06, FK11]. **String** [Bir98, BGHW06, OKK98, Zha92]. **String-Rewriting** [OKK98, Zha92].

**Strings** [Sim91]. **Strong** [ABL93, Arn95, BB00, Fri89, YXL99, BM16a, CF91b, DW21]. **Strongly** [Dur94, Hag89b, Per04, BCLR13, CR11, DMW17, LLL13]. **Structural** [BS22b, Cra91, TL96, CHU19, Rap06].

**Structure** [Bro07, BDM17, Eg96, EP02, GC93, LRD00, PG86, Rón90, Tes99, Yan98, AC04, DH07, GMN22, HMS17, HY21, Lz12, LXZ22, LR98, MS16, Mou05, RS19, Rua09].

**Structure-Preserving** [Egl96]. **Structured** [Sod96, BNN17, BE22].

**Structures** [AB99, DR86, FS95, Lia13b, Rob86, Wal02a, Wal02b, HOS23, Loj13, MM88, Nie03, Rei06].

**Students** [Bos97]. **Study** [AGMT98, BB92, PH87, SV92, BR12, BEG09, DP19, EH16, KLR93, KD90].

**studying** [AB22, FK04]. **stuffle** [BDM17].

**Sturm** [Moe05, ZX20]. style [MBL21]. **Sub** [GV88, Sau93, LNP+21]. **Sub-Exponential** [GV88]. **sub-linear** [LNP+21].

**Sub-Transforms** [Sau93]. **subalgebra** [Kha14].

**subalgebras** [AGSM17, BR22, DFGdG13, Ruo13].

**Subanalytic** [ABvHP11]. **subbilateral** [NP20].

**Subdivision** [MP09, BS17a, BSSY18, BCGY12, BGT20].

**Subexponential** [CDO97]. **Subfield** [GP96a]. **Subfields** [CFM96, Dab97a, Gaá00, KP97a, Dab97b, EK19, KP97b, SVH19, vHKN13]. **subgoal** [Bon05]. **subgoal-reduction** [Bon05].

**Subgroup** [HH99]. **Subgroups** [BC91, CCH97, CCH01, Chu99, EW02, Gläs88b, Hul99, BJT22, BC89, CH94, CHSS05, FG08, He100, LMP19, Lii23].

**submatrices** [Koz23]. **module** [LMR94]. **modules** [BL12, DMY16].

**submonoids** [GGAMF19]. **subnormality** [Mur23]. **subprogram** [MM10].

**Subquadratic** [Tho02]. **Subresultant** [She92, El 05, Lec19, Sza08]. **Subresultants** [Apé610, BKS20, D05, DKS15, HY96, Hon97b, LRD00, Mu97, Vi95, DKS07, El 03, LP03, PR22, PB07, RS11a, RS20].

**Subring** [She98]. **Subroutines** [SR86].

**subsequences** [BP23]. **Subset** [NU18, CLS91]. **subsets** [Mic13]. **subspaces** [AH13, vzGZ21]. **Substitute** [Sim91].

**substitution** [DFS11, Har09].

**Substitutions** [Ede85, KFK97]. **Substring** [Rob88]. **Subsumption** [DR92].

**subsystems** [DHS22]. **Subterms** [Rus87].

**subtractive** [BLV18]. **Subtyping** [DT95].

**subvariance** [Bel03]. **subvarieties** [KS12a].

**Sum** [AP93, GS24, LSW01, AKH09, GIJ14, JPP23, Pap23].

**Sum-of-squares** [GS24]. **SumCracker** [Kau06]. summands [ASS20].

**Summation** [BK99a, Kar85, Kau07, Koe95, MS95, Pau95, Sch17b, ACGL04, BKSS12, PS95c, PS95d, Rie03, Sch08, Sch16, vdH07b]. **Summations** [Man93b, Wan94a]. **Sums** [GO90, Tak95, BLS17, CM09, DKS09, DKS15, DP24, DR23a, DMIN17, F15, GKM21, GMPK21, GGEZ12, IdW15, KLYZ12, Kau06, Kra95, KS12c, LP03, Liu19, MV10, N16, RS11a, RS20, XW20].

**suns-of-squares** [DP24, GKM21, KLYZ12]. **Super** [Ges92, BP09a]. **super-reduction** [BP09a].

**Superalgebras** [GK96a, K010].

**supercongruence** [Mao21].
supercongruences [HMZ21, Liu19].

Superfluos [Bec93]. Superposition [GN04, Rus91]. Superpositions [KMN88, SK91]. Superscalar [VB03].

Supersymmetry [Q05, Q06].

Support [Nor95a, AJGVS09, AL06, EM12, Mon05, dC10]. supported [AJGVS09, Bih15]. supporting [ASS13]. Supports [EMS00].

Surface [GKLM91, WW94, AMT99, BNT18, CW03, CCL05, CR91, DMR12, DZ09, FGL04, Sch03a, SS05]. Surfaces [AS01, BX97, CGZ00, D’A01, DS00, FHL96, FGT91, GFKM91, GSV94, AMT09, BNT18, CCL05, CR19, DMR12, DZ09, FGL04, Sch03a, SS05]. Surveys [KS98, vzGP01, EF17, Top14, Vis05]. Symbolic [XL13, Yap90, Yok17, Zha96, dV96, ACGL04, ACS13, BBK14, BD87, BGL14, BKSS12, BBKK15, DM09, DZY22, EG21, ES13, ERSG05, Fox18, GS03, Gue18, HKP+06, JMV18, Kau06, LHk+13, MP17, MSY21, MPT20, MP04, MKF93, Naw16, PT14, Piq91, PNMI13, RS21a, RZ09, Ros05, Sch08, Sch16, Wan86, WZ12, Ye17, YW87, vdH07a, Buc92, CL23, JKP12, PZ92].

Symbolic-Numeric [KL98b, RS11b, Sag89, SS98a, SS99, SJA01, Sau18, Sav90, SME87, SW91a, Shah97b, Sod96, Sof94, SBB+89, Tra98, TL96, UYSA89, VGT90, WR98, WS98, Wa00a]. Symbolic-Numerical [Tra98, MPH17].

Symbolically [Mil93, DES07, Maw88]. symbols [Nak06, NOF10]. Symmetric [Cla91, CH96, CF09b, Hel00, KL19, KL21, KKL92, MBR21, PB07, Pro00, Ste95, BS18, BG11, BR09b, BMD+16, BK16, Ch09, Cla21, DH07, GFM13, KS16, Koz23, Mad14, MS03b, NPP17, RS20, Sei20, SV21, Ste13, WS23, WY20], SYMMETRICA [KL92]. symmetrically [BFMS87]. Symmetries [CV00, Hem02, MC97, SV92, BN04, CGK09, FK89, HJ18]. symmetrization [BCCK20]. symmetrization [Hub19]. Symmetrized [Ryb01]. Symmetrizing [CIM17].


Syntactical [Bur01]. syntax [SR07, SP10]. Synthesis [CM93, DR93, DJ15, FB93, FD93, FLOR00, PMW93, Tra89, DJS18, EH16, QHL+13, ST98a, ST016].
Synthetic [SW91b]. System
[AK92, AGM97, BP99a, Ber93, BCG92, CP97, Ded97, Die92, Dinh94, EC87, GP96b, HS95, Hen90, Jir97, KKL92, Laz09, MM00, Mi187, MT01, MR90, PM93, Pre90, RST01, San95, Sch94, Tra98, Tri86, Ve97, BV03, BD87, BS24, Bed07, Bed09, BCP97, Bur03, BK16, Dj07, ELM02, ES18, GGG92, KSS13a, Khe03, Lem03, Mas16, MT88, MS04, Mul04, PS09, DCW09, Sid93, SH17b, Wan86]. Systematic [DH00, Cox19].

Systems [Ano96, ACG01, AM99, ARE02, Ave86, BP85, BC01, Bar99, Bir98, BF91, BGG86, Boo87, BEM97, BH00, Che92, CD00, CK99, CCM95, Com98a, Com98b, DT95, DH95, Dur94, Ebe01, EG01, FJ93, GG99, GC93, GLW99, GH02, Gen94, GZ90, Ges97, GH97, GV88, Har92, HMKL99, HHS10b, HH99, Kail95, KS98, Kem99, KM91, KFF88, KF01, Laz92b, LA96, LS02, LP02, MSKO93, Mat01b, MT93, Mi94, Nau98, Nie94b, Oh95, OKK98, On91, Ro99, SS96a, Sch85, St92, St93, Str00, TL96, UYSA89, Vor92, Wan91, Wan93, Wan98, Wan99, Wan00, Wol02, XY02, Yap91, YXL99, YNT92, You98, Zeh05, Zha92, ZSY93, Zha93, AP08, ABK15, Abr17b, AHS18, Ang15, AMW12, BGLHR12, BP09a, BCE11, BE13, BELP13, BJ17, BM19, BS21a].

systems [BJ21, BNN17, BW05, Ber98b, Bih15, BPH07, BR13c, BS22b, BLPR15, BKG21, BGHW06, BR06b, CFSR23, CES23, CS05a, CJP22, CM10, CM12, CDM*13a, CM17b, CKLZ19, Che18, CGY09, CCG12, CJ15, CW23, CK03, CK04a, CQ12, CGK09, CDSS09, DOJ09, DET09, DSH22, Dum09, EY21, EM12, EMT20, EM21, EW07, FEV16, FLE*13, GLY09, GVV09, GLLdR19, GLdR21, GES05, GV16, GPGO16, GMP22, GDRV21, HBN95, HR12, HT91, HL17, HESV21, HOP06, HJS13, HTX15, HKY18, HcL21, HY23b, Hub19, JLR03, KS06, Kap87, KKM15, LMA11, LR07, LE22, LST03, Li04, LW12, Lin18, LR08, LH17, MM09, MS21, MPT20, MGR23, MW10, MS03b, MTV21, MRV21, NOT18, NOF10, NW11, Pom11, RH18, RZ09, SLK11, SLX*13, SPZ10, STW18, Str11, Szo08, TM85, Vis05, Wan06, Wan18, Wir09]. systems [Wol03, WZ12, XWL23, YW87]. Syzygies [BS88, DS16, WG18, AHW05, BDM23, BD16, EMSS16, HV22, Mo18, RR05, Wol03, Hub09a]. Syzygy [HT17]. Sz [Kos07].

Table [Sch90b, Ber04, BDE*16, TV18, Ung06].

Tableau [ACGR01, ACG00, AB01, Fuc00a, MGL00].

Tableaux [Cla91, Wil95, Bec03, CIM17, CM21]. tables [DO06, Gal13a]. Tactics [ACGR01]. Tame [Zie16, von90a, Sch05, Wen06]. Tamely [HM02a]. Tameness [NPNZ19]. Tangent [GOT05, Nak16]. tangents [CK12d, Zen06].

Tarski [Bro12, Gri88, KBRV24]. Tate [HLO22]. Taxonomies [QSGB19]. Taylor [Sei02, Ye17]. Teach [Bos97, Mon97].

Teaching [Kal97b]. technical [SWF11].

Technique [FF92, AG91, JKKK20, LOOR*03, PNM13, YY03]. Techniques [AB00b, AM*23, BGGH93, BS01, BTBQM00, CP00, CE96, Mi97, Mi92b, BCvHSS1, CDM*13b, DJ18, DP09, Dur09, FGP14, GDR05, HESV21, HNRS21, MV13].

Technology [GGA13].

Telescopers [CCF*15, CDWZ21, KY15].

Temporal [AM89, An96, CS96, ET96, FT97, Fis96, Fri96, GP96b, LO96, MRS96]. Ten [Sto11].

Tensor [Bac94a, BG01, KMM22, Ryb01, BBM13, BMT21, PR08, Qi05, Qi06, ST24b].

tensor-product [BMT21]. tensors [BG11, HHLQ13, MM18, OO13, SSV23, WS23].

Term [Ave86, BGK96, CM15, Dur94, Fit97,
FJN93, Ges97, HH94, Kah95, KM91, Lav91, MGL90, Ohl95, PZ96, PY94, PP91b, PS93, You98, Zan94, BY23, GG92, Hre06, Kap87, LLW03, NOF10, Tra07a, Wir09, Zan94.

**Term-ordering** [CMR15].

**Term-Rewriting** [Kah95].

**Terminating** [CGM15].

**Term-Rewriting** [Kah95].

**Terminating** [Ges97, BSW21b].

**Termination** [BP85, Der87a, Der87b, Ges97, GAO02, XZ10, Zan94, Zan95, Kar85, MS90a, Pel97, AP04, Bad06, Cha14, CCF15, CK19, DS15, KY15, KS19, WK20].

**Terms** [BSW21b, Vil23].

**Terrains** [CS89].

**Tessellation** [HS09].

**Test** [Bou97, HH94, KNZ91, Mon92, Sed02, Adl16, BSSY18, BGT20, BFK18, CF91b, GAO02, XZ10, Zan94, Zan95, KsL03, Kap87, MU04, MO21, XL13].

**Tests** [BB00, Car01, BGT20].

**tetrahedra** [BSW21b].

**Tetrahedrizing** [BP85].

**Tetrahedral** [Her94].

**Theorem** [AGMT98, AL10, Ano00b, AB00b, BF95, BS96, BT98, Bou96, Bou97, CR90, FT97, FD14, GC93, HS90, Hsi87, JL91, L00a, LR00, LMB98, ML92, MR87, MS95, NR95, Pad96, Pet00, Pue86, Rus91, Soc91, ST89a, WAL02a, WAL02b, Wei94, Wil95, Zha94, AMW16, AHL03, Bon05, BLPM19, CI07, DFS24, FGLH15, IGK11, K86, OB03, PSS12, P95e, RV03, Ric91, Sid93, VK21, ZX20, CPR09, CPR11, GS23, Sch10].

**Theorem-Prover** [ST89b].

**Theorem-proving** [AGMT98, AL10, Ano00b, AB00b, BF95, BS96, BT98, Bou96, Bou97, CR90, FT97, FD14, GC93, HS90, Hsi87, JL91, L00a, LR00, LMB98, ML92, MR87, MS95, NR95, Pad96, Pet00, Pue86, Rus91, Soc91, ST89a, WAL02a, WAL02b, Wei94, Wil95, Zha94, AMW16, AHL03, Bon05, BLPM19, CI07, DFS24, FGLH15, IGK11, K86, OB03, PSS12, P95e, RV03, Ric91, Sid93, VK21, ZX20, CPR09, CPR11, GS23, Sch10].

**Theorem-Prover** [ST89b].

**Theorem** [AGMT98, AL10, Ano00b, AB00b, BF95, BS96, BT98, Bou96, Bou97, CR90, FT97, FD14, GC93, HS90, Hsi87, JL91, L00a, LR00, LMB98, ML92, MR87, MS95, NR95, Pad96, Pet00, Pue86, Rus91, Soc91, ST89a, WAL02a, WAL02b, Wei94, Wil95, Zha94, AMW16, AHL03, Bon05, BLPM19, CI07, DFS24, FGLH15, IGK11, K86, OB03, PSS12, P95e, RV03, Ric91, Sid93, VK21, ZX20, CPR09, CPR11, GS23, Sch10].

**Theorem-Prover** [ST89b].
Timed [SJG96]. Todd [CLW95]. tolerant [Abb17]. Too [vdH02]. tool
[FK04, GMMM17, Pra13]. toolbox
[BD17, BKRW17]. Tools [CH95, GVGC99].
top [MBL21]. top-down [MBL21]. Topics
[Hes02]. Topological [AM88a, CGP23,
BD17, FGT15, GS22, He16]. topologically
[Lou21]. Topology [CR88, El 08, HPRS11,
Ric92a, AS05, FGPT03, FGL04, GDR05,
IMP17, KRTZ23, KS12b, Ker17].
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